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1. Introduction 
 
This year, 2010, has seen the consolidation of the focusing of the activities at SCK•CEN in fusion R&D towards 
its main skills and strategic objectives.  Behind the completion of former technology tasks from the old EFDA, 
SCK•CEN centred his activities around four main poles: 

 the studies of the first wall of future DEMO facility and plasma wall interactions, using the recently 
refurbished plasmatron VISIONI; 

 the study of the radiation resistance of optical and specific diagnostic components and the 
development and prototyping of a Fiber Optics Current Sensor (FOCS) for measuring Tokamak 
plasma current for long plasma pulses and without embarked electronics: 

 the further study, by irradiation and mechanical testing but also by modelling, of the future structural 
material for a fusion plant, the RAFM Eurofer and the development and characterization of ODS-
Eurofer; 

 specific fusion socio-economic studies on fusion, based on the specific developments carried out for 
fusion and radioactive waste management. 

 

But, besides these activities, carried out in the framework of the Contract of Association with Euratom, and 
mostly within EFDA launched tasks on Emerging Technologies, SCK•CEN is also strongly involved in the 
Broader Approach agreement and plays here the role of the "Designated Institution" for the Belgian State, 
having a coordinating and managing role for all Belgian activities in this agreement. 
 

For what concerns the four main activity domains of the SCK•CEN, all situated around fusion technology 
development, the year 2010 has seen the following main achievements.  The plasmatron VISIONI has been 
moved to the tritium laboratory and is now in preparation for its tritium plasma licensing.  In the meantime, 
some scientific experiments with Deuterium plasma on fuel retention in Tungsten have already been made and 
have delivered some first promising results.  Further development of plasma diagnostics are on-going to better 
characterize the plasma behaviour and the conditions to which the samples are exposed.  A Phd on the 
modeling of the plasma in the test chamber has also been started. 
 

The development of the Fiber Optics Current Sensor has been pursued and a test stand for the analysis of 
susceptibility to vibrations and temperature has been set up.  This test stand will also allow to assess the 
possibility of distributed measurement along the fiber length. Another fiber optics neutron flux sensor, based on 
the Cerenkov effect, is also developed for the IFMIF facility within the Broader Approach, but if successful will 
be interesting for DEMO and maybe for ITER. 
 

On the other hand, the study of the radiation resistance of mirrors for all kinds of diagnostics would also bring 
important data for ITER where several mirrors, facing the plasma are used for diagnostic purposes.  The 
radiation testing of bolometers, electrical contacts and even electronics components, is a long standing activity 
at SCK•CEN, which will be important for ITER as well as for the DEMO developments. 
 

The development of suitable structural material for the future DEMO facility and power plants, is a very long 
lasting programme, requiring a lot of efforts and presenting several challenges for the resistance towards 
neutron radiations, heat flux, high temperature etc.  Simulating the environment by neutronic irradiation in 
fission reactors is currently a necessity, although the neutron dose and neutron energy cannot be simulated 
easily.  It is here that modelling brings promising forecasts on the possibilities (in the future) to determine the 
needed properties and behaviour of materials, based on some limited testing, used to assess or benchmark the 
modelling results.  Nevertheless, the way is still long towards a full understanding and modelling of all the 
processes happening in complex materials under irradiation.  It was decided, at SCK•CEN, to focus the testing 
and modelling on a few material types only: the Reduced Activity Ferritic Martensitic steel (Eurofer) and the 
newly developed ODS-Eurofer. 
 

Finally a new potential huge source of energy like fusion can also dramatically change the political environment 
and public opinion.  It is thus important to evaluate the impact of such a new technology on the society in 
advance.  These aspects are analysed in the light of similar studies carried out for the fission development and 
the radioactive waste disposal societal approach. 
 

The present report has been structured following the work programme 2010 of the Association.  Therefore, 
some former activities form the old-EFDA have been grouped with new ones in coherent and collaborative 
packages.  It must be noted that most activities of SCK•CEN are, and have always been, carried out under 
EFDA task agreements. 
 

I wish you a very fruitful reading of this report. 

 
 
Vincent Massaut 
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Head of Research Unit 

2. Development of plasma auxiliary systems 
 

2.1 Plasma diagnostics 
 
2.1.1 Radiation tolerance of optical sensors and equipment: Design, system integration and 

testing 
 
2.1.1.1 Study of DEMO specific constraint on diagnostics (SCK•CEN 2.2.1) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP 08-DEM-01-04  

Principal Investigator: Willem Leysen wleysen@sckcen.be  

Scientific Staff:  Willem Leysen 

 

OBJECTIVES 

It is important that DEMO can operate in a safe way, with a limited number diagnostic systems. The 
essential diagnostics should be indentified and qualified during the later ITER operation phase. The report 
will try to make a list of the possible diagnostics for a future demo reactor, together with the current 
development issues. 
Identification of the irradiation testing work on diagnostics and diagnostic components needed to qualify 
diagnostics for DEMO. Create a list of the radiation conditions for demo diagnostics. This will be a coarse 
estimation due to the not fixed DEMO design. Analyze of possible strategy's for diagnostic systems for 
the future DEMO reactor.  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The key difference between ITER and DEMO is that ITER needs to give answers and DEMO have to 
prove the economics, science versus economics. For this purpose the diagnostic system of the future 
DEMO fusion reactor should have a limited number of very reliable diagnostic systems. An assessment 
has been made for the different fusion reactor diagnostic systems and which diagnostics could be used in 
a DEMO reactor.  
An estimation of the radiation conditions for possible diagnostic systems is made for a future DEMO 
reactor. This is done by using the irradiation conditions of the ITER fusion experiment and the conceptual 
fusion power plant study. For the diagnostic components the main issue is not the flux but the neutron 
fluence. 
From today's literature it can be conclude that the diagnostics systems of a future demo design is a big 
challenge. Due to the much higher neutron fluence, the most concerning effect on today's diagnostics is 
the lifetime. There are a few ways of approaching this problem.  
 

 Develop diagnostics which are radiation hard. But this is very difficult eg, RIEMF (Radiation 
Induced Electro Magnetic Force), TIEMF (Thermally Induced Electro Magnetic Force), etc. So 
this should be probably very unlikely to have diagnostics which are as radiation resistant as 
structural materials. Even the structural material suffer a lot, for this purpose a replacement 
scheme is necessary. Each 2 fpy (full power years) for divertor and 5 fpy for the blanket. 
 

 An other approach should be the development of a replacement scheme for diagnostics. The 
period of the diagnostic replacement scheme should be shorter than the replacement scheme of 
the structural materials. The replacement could be very simple, eg fibre optics can be replaced 
easily. If the outcome of the later ITER phase show the necessity of in-vessel diagnostic 
components, such as bolometer, magnetic coils or mirrors, the impact on the DEMO design 
regarding replacement will be huge. 
 

 Measurements with high convolution and diagnostics like Soft X-ray measurements. 
 
  

mailto:wleysen@sckcen.be
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2.1.2 Diagnostics for long pulse tokamak operation 
 
2.1.2.1 Long Pulse diagnostics (SCK•CEN 2.2.2) 

 

EFDA Task nr: WP10-DIA-03-02 New types of magnetic  field sensors  

Principal Investigator:  B. Brichard (bbrichar@sckcen.be),A. Gousarov gousarov@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  M. Aersten, PhD student (Univ. UMONS) 

 

OBJECTIVES 

In view of the demanding environmental conditions expected in a (quasi) steady state plasma burning 
reactor (like ITER or DEMO), it is anticipated that the overall performance of conventional inductive 
magnetic diagnostic sensors could not meet the requirements because of unwanted signal drifts in the 
integrator caused by spurious radiation-induced electrical effects and progressive lack of sensitivity of 
such derivative sensors in the long term operation.  

One needs to prepare backup techniques for magnetic diagnostics based on alternative measurement 
principles in order to achieve sufficient redundancy. In this framework, R&D activities are on-going to 
develop new types of steady state sensors using fibre-optic technology.  Such optical technique is based 
on the Faraday effect developing in silica optical fibre.  When the fibre axis is aligned with an external 
magnetic field, the Faraday effect induces a non-reciprocal change in the circular birefringence of the 
silica. In turn, this induced birefringence affects the state of polarisation (SOP) of the light beam 
propagating in the fibre by rotating the polarization plane of an input linearly polarized light by an amount 
proportional to the line integral of the magnetic field along the fibre. When the fibre makes a closed loop 
around the plasma we can measure the total toroïdal current (plasma + passive structure). This principle 
has been demonstrated in the tokamak Tore-Supra using the integral fibre-optic current sensor concept 
[1]. 

In addition, the measurement of the local birefringence in the fibre can be accessed using optical 
reflectometry techniques opening the perspective to determine the local magnetic field along an optical 
fibre. The feasibility study to implement such fully or quasi distributed measurements of the local  
magnetic field in a tokamak is the main objective of the present task. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The task started with a kick-off meeting held in Garching, 30-31 March 2010, showing the measurement 
principle and optical reflectometry techniques able to detect the influence of the magnetic field on the 
birefringence properties along a fibre. Two techniques can be envisaged and are depicted at Fig 1 (a) and 
(b). The first technique is the optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR, Fig 1 (a)) which is similar to the 
well-known time-of-flight measurement principle. A laser pulsed is launched inside the fibres. The pulse is 
back scattered (mainly due to Rayleigh scattering) along the fibre. The measurement of the time delay of 
one laser pulse to get back to the detector side provides hence information at a local point along the fibre. 
Combining the OTDR technique with the analysis of the back-reflected polarization states of each pulses 
(called POTDR) we can deduce in theory information related to the circular birefringence, ie the local 
magnetic field. 

The same idea can be developed in the frequency domain (OFDR) based on Fig 1 (b). The laser 
frequency is linearly swept and beat frequencies are created between the reflected waves from the fibre 
and a reference arm using an Michelson Interferometer. The beat frequencies are measured and are 
proportional to the distance where reflections occured. If the reflection are mainly originated from circular 
birefringence effect, we can again obtain information on the local magnetic field. The OFDR method 
offers the big advantage to be much faster (~ 1s) compare to OTDR to acquire thousand of measurement 
points with a high spatial resolution (< 10 cm).  

If measurement bandwidth must be better than <1s the best approach is to go for quasi distributed 
measurement schemes using, for instance, Bragg Gratings. The purpose of the task is to study the 
feasibility of those techniques and to assess the sensing performance depending on the requirements. 

 

PARTNERS 

 Mons University (Prof. M. Wuilpart) 
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REPORTS 

End of task with final report as deliverable is foreseen in 2011 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

[1] Ph. Moreau, B. Brichard, A. Fil, Ph. Malard, P. Pastor, A. Le-Luyer, F. Samaille, V. Massaut, 
Test of Fibre Optic Based Current Sensors on the Tore Supra Tokamak, paper presented at the 
SOFT conference 2010, Porto, Portugal 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig 1: principle of optical mesurement schemes for spatial distributed sensing 
(a) optical time domain relfectrometry (b) frequency domain reflectometry 
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3. Emerging technologies 
 
3.1.  Development of material science and advanced materials for DEMO 
 

3.1.1. Assess high temperature and radiation effects on optics: Study radiation effect on glasses 

and mirrors, with in-reactor optical measuring capabilities 

3.1.1.1 Surface morphology and characterization of first mirrors and mirror carriers at JET for ITER 
(SCK•CEN 4.1.2° 

 

EFDA Task nr:  JW9-NFT-BELG-31 (JW9-FT-3.49)  

Principal Investigator: I. Uytdenhouwen ( iuytdenh@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  B. Vos, W. van Renterghem 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Metallic mirrors will be essential components of all optical systems for plasma diagnosis in ITER. A 
comprehensive First Mirror Test (FMT) has been carried out in the JET tokamak. The exposure was 
followed by a characterisation of mirrors and their carriers. The main results obtained by optical and 
surface analysis methods are: (i) reflectivity of all tested mirrors is degraded either by erosion with charge 
exchange neutrals or by the formation of thick deposits; (ii) deuterium and carbon are the main elements 
detected on all mirror surfaces and the presence of beryllium is also found in several cases; (iii) thick 
deposits show columnar structure; (iv) bubble-like structures are detected in deposits; their formation is a 
probable reason for deposits’ disintegration and peeling-off; (v) the deposition in channels in the divertor 
cassettes is pronounced at the very entrance and then it sharply decreases with the distance from the 
plasma, l ~5–7 mm. More general conclusions were drawn before and can be read in the annual report 
2009. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Details of surface features are shown in Fig. 2 (a–c) for mirrors from three different  locations: steel 
sample from the outer wall (1.5 cm in channel and 53.5 cm from plasma), Mo from the divertor base 
(channel mouth and 1 2cm from plasma) and steel from the inner divertor (4.5 cm in channel and 16.5 cm 
from plasma), respectively. The formation of chains of bubble-like structures in Fig. 1(a) may be 
considered as a precursor state for the layer detachment, disintegration and peeling-off. There are 
several factors that can contribute to this. There is a significant mismatch of thermo-mechanical 
properties between the metal surface polished to mirror quality and the carbon-based film. Possible 
temperature excursion during plasma operation or wall baking may introduce internal stress. Such stress 
in the film poorly adhered to the mirror surface causes detachment. It is difficult to conclude which factors 
prevail in the film disintegration. From the practical point of view the most important thing is that such 
processes occurring in the diagnostic channel would be a strong source of dust which can be charged 
and levitate thus obscuring the quality of spectroscopic measurements. Careful examination of the 
cracked deposit (Fig. 2(b)) reveals both granular and stratified structure of the film which has a thickness 
of about 3–5 mm. The deposit formed in the inner divertor (Fig. 2(c)) shows a rough, dust-like structure 
which is similar to that observed several times on PFC from other tokamaks. 

 

 

mailto:iuytdenh@sckcen.be
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Figure 2: Surface topography of mirrors after exposure: (a) bubble-like structure of the peeling-off 
deposit on steel mirror from the outer wall; (b) flake on Mo mirror from the divertor base and (c) 

dusty carbon deposit on steel mirror from the inner divertor. 

 

X-ray spectra in Fig. 3 show results of EDX analysis performed at several points on the steel mirror that is 
located at the channel mouth of the unit from the divertor base. One may distinguish three regions 
marked as 1–3. Only steel components (Fe, Ni, Cr) are recorded in the deposit-free area (1). In addition 
to these elements, in the region covered with a thin deposit (2), a strong carbon signal is recorded 
whereas in area (3) only carbon and small quantities of oxygen are detected. This indicates that the film 
thickness exceeds 4.0 mm as no X-ray signal is emitted from the underlying steel substrate (penetration 
depth of 15 keV electrons used in EDX for carbon films is around 3.8 mm). 

 

 
Figure 3: Surface composition in different regions of a steel mirror from the divertor base; peeling of 
deposit is visible. 

 

PARTNERS 

 Alfvén Laboratory, KTH, Association EURATOM-VR, 100 44 Stockholm, Sweden 

 EURATOM/CCFE Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, OX14 3DB, UK 

 Asssociation EURATOM-TEKES, VTT, PO Box 1000, 02044 VTT, Espoo, Finland 
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 School of Science and Technology, University of Sussex, Brighton, BN1 9QH, UK 

 JET-EFDA, Culham Science Centre, OX14 3DB, Abingdon, UK 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

[2] M. Rubel, J.P. Coad, G. De Temmerman, A. Hakola, D. Hole, J. Likonen, I. Uytdenhouwen, A. 
Widdowson and JET-EFDA contributors, "First mirrors test in JET for ITER: An overview of 
optical performance and surface morphology", Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics 
Research A 623 (2010) 818-822 

[3] M. Rubel, G. De Temmerman, J.P. Coad, D. Hole, J. Likonen, L. Marot, M. Roedig, A. 
Semerok, P. Sundelin, M. Stamp, I. Uytdenhouwen, J. Vince, A. Widdowson and JET-EFDA 
contributors, "An overview of a comprehensive first mirror test for ITER at JET", presentation at 
the ITPA-D meeting, Oak Ridge, May 2010 

 

3.1.1.2 Measurements of mirror reflectivity in hot cells (SCK•CEN 4.1.2)  

 

Principal Investigator: A.Gusarov (agoussar@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  S. Huysmans 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Many plasma and first wall diagnostic system in ITER will relay on the presence of a number of mirrors in 
the design. Those mirrors will have to operate in a harsh environment and preserve their optical 
properties under intensive plasma particle fluxes, elevated temperatures, and neutron irradiation. Optical 
properties of the mirrors will deteriorate under such harsh conditions, which will inevitably hamper the 
performance of the corresponding diagnostic systems, possibly resulting in their complete shutdown and 
even preventing ITER from operation.  

Two types of mirrors are foreseen to install. First mirrors, which are open directly to main plasma, and 
secondary mirrors, which are placed in the labyrinth. It is believed that the best candidates for first mirrors 
are metallic mirrors, with main candidate materials being: molybdenum, rhodium and stainless steel. 
Dielectric mirrors are considered as candidates for the secondary mirrors because in that case the 
radiation load is much lower as that for primary mirrors.  

A number of tests performed on such mirrors demonstrated that they may sustain the ITER environment. 
However, additional testing is still necessary. It is also important to note that the production of 
molybdenum single crystals of ITER-relevant sizes represent a significant technological challenge. 
Technological aspects of the metallic mirrors fabrication may influence their stability in the ITER 
environment. Taking into account possible technology changing screening test will also be required in the 
future.  

All this means that R&D on mirrors is of crucial importance for ITER diagnostics. To accelerate this work 
a coordinated worldwide R&D program has been initiated. The R&D on the first mirrors is recognized as a 
high-priority task of the ITPA TG on Diagnostics.  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The aim of the proposed work is to provide an installation which allows assessment of the optical 
performance of mirrors made from ITER-candidate materials and exposed in a nuclear environment. 
Such measurements have never been performed before.  

To be relevant for the ITER diagnostics systems, measurements must be performed with a high accuracy 
in a spectral range from UV to far IR. This calls for a high-performance instrumentation, which is very 
costly and bulky, which makes its use in a hot cell not realistic. 

To allow for the desired measurements the unique custom-made optical equipment from Perkin Elmer 
and OMT Solutions has been co-designed and procured by Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany in 
collaboration with SCK-CEN. The characteristic feature of this system is its ability to measure both total 
and diffuse reflectivity on activated samples remotely, e.g. in a hot cell and low sensitivity to radiation. 
Optical properties of irradiated mirrors can be measured in a wide spectral range 250 - 1900 nm covering 
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the needs of about 90% of optical and laser-based diagnostics foreseen for ITER. Thanks to the 
dedicated design, the intensity of the measured diffuse reflectivity can be as low as 1% of the total one, 
providing an opportunity to see changes in the optical properties of exposed mirrors with an 
unprecedented for the hot-cell environment precision.  

 

 

Figure 4: Remote integrating sphere, which can be placed in a hot cell. 

 

A dedicated vacuum capsule was designed and fabricated to allow exposure mirror samples BR1. For 
irradiation 4 mirrors were selected: 2 metallic mirrors made of Mo, and two dielectric mirrors made of high 
purity SiO2. The irradiation started in September 2010 and is expected to be completed in November 
2010 so that the fast neutron flux of ~10

16
 n/cm

2
 should be accumulated.  

 

 

Figure 5: Vacuum capsule prepared for installation in BR1 

 

PARTNERS 

 A. Litnovsky, Forshungszentrum Jülich (A. Litnovsky) 

 CIEMAT, Madrid (E. Hodgson) 
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3.1.1.3 Irradiation effects on the bondings in window assemblies: optical and mechanical performance 
(SCK•CEN 4.1.2) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  TW6-TPDC-IRRCER-D2.1  

Principal Investigator: A.Gusarov (agoussar@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  M.Jacobs, S.Huysmans 

 

OBJECTIVES 

More than 100 diagnostic windows will be installed on the ITER primary and secondary vacuum 
boundaries. These windows are required for optical, microwave, and X-ray diagnostic systems. In 
addition to the transmission of diagnostic signals the windows will have to maintain the vacuum boundary 
(primary and secondary) in adverse environment, which also includes irradiation.  

Window assemblies are located on the vacuum vessel port plugs and the port interspace seal plates, 
inaccessible during machine operation and during movement of main in-vessel components during a 
shutdown. The assemblies must be operational continuously for the operating life of ITER.  

The goal of present task is to verify the capability of the prototype window assemblies to maintain the 
required mechanical integrity and optical performance characteristics under relevant for the ITER 
temperature (up to 150-200°C) and gamma-neutron radiation (total flux up to 2x10

20
 n/m

2
) conditions. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Several prototype window assemblies were previously irradiated in BR1 reactor. Activation of assemblies 
made of Ti was sufficiently low to allow their measurements in a controlled zone and with special 
precautions, but outside a hot cell. This work has been completed in 2009. However, the assemblies 
made of stain-less steel were activated much stronger, which made necessary performing their testing in 
a hot cell. During 2010 numerous attempts were made to assess vacuum tightness of those assemblies. 
Unfortunately, all those attempts were unsuccessful because of the difficulties associated with the remote 
handling of the vacuum capsule.  

In order to better understand temperature and radiation effects on the windows mechanical strength the 
2D elastic model of a prototype Al diffusion bonded optical window was developed using the Abaqus 
code. This model allowed to analyse the influence of different parameters, e.g. the joint area and the 
braze thickness on the mechanical properties of the joint. Calculations of the thermal stress created by a 
temperature field of 150 °C (normal ITER temperature) showed that the Al-bond is the weakest part of the 
window. To find a way of reducing the thermal stress the influence of some parameters has been studied. 
In particular, a specific thickness of the Al layer can result in a minimum of stress in the Al bond while the 
joint area and the thickness of the glass have only a small influence on the stress in the windows. The 
calculations allow proposing an optimized design for the windows prototypes, see Figure 6. 

 

(a) Original geometry 

 

(b) optimised geometry 

Figure 6: Numerical simulation of Von Mises stresses distribution for the SiN/Ti prototype assembly at 
a temperature of 150 °C. Highest stresses observed in the bonding layer (a), they can be reduced by 
changing the geometry. 
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PARTNERS 

 Ghent University (Prof. Guido Van Oost) 

 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

[4] M. Jacobs, G. Van Oost, J. Degrieck, I. de Baere, A. Gusarov, and V. Massaut, "Finite 
element modeling of thermal stress in ITER prototype optical windows and its influencing 
parameters", Adv. Sci. Technol., 2010, v.64, pp 145-50. 

 
 
 
 
 
3.1.2 Improve technology for electric contacts for diagnostic sensors : Testing improved
 contact technologies under radiation 

3.1.2.1 In-situ radiation tests for prototype bolometers (SCK•CEN 4.1.4) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  TW5-TPDC-IRRCER-D11  

Principal Investigator: A.Gusarov (agoussar@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  M.Wéber, S.Huysmans 

 

OBJECTIVES 

ITER will use bolometric systems to provide information on the spatial distribution of the radiated power 
from the main plasma and in the divertor region. Bolometer arrays will be installed in the equatorial and 
upper ports, in selected locations on the vacuum vessel, and on a specially instrumented divertor. 
Previous tests have shown that a prototype bolometer with a Pt-meander on a ceramic substrate can 
sustain the high temperature reactor irradiation under vacuum.  

This EFDA task has the aim to assess the radiation hardness of a complete high-temperature bolometer 
head based on Pt strips on a silicon nitride substrate, which was developed at the IPP-Garching in 
collaboration with the SCK-CEN. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

A prototype bolometer head was delivered to the SCK-CEN for testing in April 2009. This bolometer was 
mounted on a dedicated support and placed in a vacuum capsule instrumented with a gamma-
thermometer and a neutron detector, and electrically connected with the external measurement 
equipment. The irradiation was performed in the BR2 during July – August 2009. The bolometer 
temperature and the resistances were measured on-line. The desired temperature ~400°C under 
radiation was achieved by placing the rig at a specific level in the reactor core where the equilibrium 
between the heat generation via gamma-radiation absorption and heat removal occurred at ~400°C. The 
resistance measurements were stable during the irradiation, but a failure occurred shortly after the rig 
removal from the reactor.  

The post-irradiation examination was performed in December 2009. The bolometer was dismantled in a 
hot cell, see figure 7 . All the bolometer foils with meanders were broken, which seems to be most 
reasonable explanation for the failure. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7: Post-irradiation inspection of the bolometer. (a) - bolometer after dismounting from the 
holder; 1 – holes on the place of the meanders. (b) bolometer foil; 2 – detached conducting tracks.  

 

Another alarming observation is the detachment of Pt conducting tracks from the substrate. However, the 
Pt conductors are thick enough so that their detachment should not result in the loss of the electrical 
contact at the end of the irradiation.  

 

PARTNERS 

 IPP, Garching, Germany (H. Meister, L.Giannone) 
 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

[5] A. Gusarov, S. Huysmans, L. Giannone, H. Meister, "Radiation stability of resistive bolometers 
intended for operation in ITER environment" paper presented at the SOFT 2010, Sept. 2010, 
Porto, Portugal. 

 
 
 
 

3.1.2.2  Prototype resistive bolometer irradiation in gamma and neutron fields (SCK•CEN 4.1.4) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  TW6-TPDC-IRRCER-D9.1&D11.1  

Principal Investigator: A.Gusarov (agoussar@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  M.Wéber, S.Huysmans 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Bolometers will play an important role in the ITER diagnostic system designed to provide information on 
the spatial distribution of the fusion power in the reactor vessel. They are directly open to the plasma and 
therefore they will be exposed to a severe nuclear radiation environment. Not only bolometers but also 
other ITER diagnostic systems, like the miniature coils and the Hall sensors, use components containing 
insulator substrates and thin electrical conductor tracks which must be connected to measurement 
equipment via more or less standard wiring. Recent in-reactor and accelerator irradiations of such 
components performed at high temperature in vacuum have highlighted a serious problem related to the 
simple electrical contacts. Similar to the case of the resistive bolometer irradiation, testing of the 
ferroelectric bolometers, and the Hall probes, has demonstrated that all those devices suffer from loss of 
electrical connection to the component when exposed to a harsh ITER-like environment. To address this 
important limitation an alternative more robust way to provide electrical contacts have to be proposed and 
assessed. 
It was decided, therefore, to develop a simplified bolometer type device based on an innovative 
packaging structure, which would allow reliable electrical connections as well as a simple visual PIE.  
 

1 

2 
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ACHIEVEMENTS 

The prototype devices fabricated with the assistance of the CIEMAT have been irradiated in vacuum at 
350-400°C temperature in the BR2 reactor of the SCK·CEN. These prototypes use the technology of 
miniature binding posts to provide the electrical connection between the delicate meander and the 
measurement equipment.  
The resistance of the Pt meander was measured in the course of the two weeks irradiation. Immediately 
after the insertion of the bolometer into the reactor a significant decrease of the meander resistance was 
observed, see Figure 8. The resistance then stabilized after several days of irradiation. The meander 
resistance measurements were stable during the first week of irradiation, but failed after that. Post-
irradiation inspection showed that the binding posts remained attached to the substrate while one of the 
Pt wires detached from the Pt ring due to a bad laser weld, which explains the observed failure.  
The conclusion of the work is that the binding post approach allows to have electrical contacts suitable for 
the ITER-like environments.   
  

 
(a)  

(b) 
Figure 8: (a) Temperature and the meander resistance variation (R YE1) during the installation of the 
rig in the irradiation channel. TC1 correspond to the temperature of the of the bolometer, TC2 – 
temperature of the holder close to the base, and TC3 – temperature in the reactor channel. (b) 
photograph taken during visual post-irradiation examination in the hot sell. 

 
 

 

PARTNERS 

 CIEMAT, Madrid (E. Hodgson)  
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3.1.2.3 Neutron irradiation and temperature effects on induced voltages in a prototype in-vessel tangential 
pick-up coil: in-situ measurements (SCK•CEN 4.1.4) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  TW6-TPDC-IRRCER-D7.1  

Principal Investigator: Ludo Vermeeren (lvermeer@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  M. Wéber, H. Ooms  

 

OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this task is to investigate the TIEMF/RIEMF (Thermally/Radiation Induced Electromotive 
Force) effect on prototype in-vessel tangential pick-up coils which are being developed as part of the 
EFDA task TW5-TPDS-DIADEV-del.2.  After the basic irradiation tests on the influence of thermal 
gradients and radiation on differential voltages in candidate coil cables [6-7], this study of the induced 
currents/voltages in various prototype coils represents the next step in the qualification of this type of coils 
for application in ITER. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

We will make use of the vacuum in-reactor rig that was used before for the RIED tasks (TW1-TPD-
IRRCER-D10b and TW5-TPDC-IRRCER-D17), which has been modified to include active cooling (task 
TW6-TPDC-IRRCER-D5.1) besides the existing active heating capabilities.  A dedicated supporting 
basket will be constructed, which will be tailored to include the heating/cooling previsions in as tight 
contact with the coils as possible.  In this way we expect to obtain coil temperatures between 150 and 
200°C in a stagnant helium atmosphere (or with a small helium flow). In order to provide a reference for 
the irradiation tests, the influence of thermal gradients on the voltage between the cable ends will be 
investigated beforehand. 

 

  

 

Figure 9: two types of coil prototype candidates for irradiation testing 

 

The rig will be placed in a fixed position during a full BR2 cycle.  The nuclear heating in this channel will 
be about 0.5 W/g and the thermal neutron flux about 1•10

18
 n/m²/s (leading to an accumulated thermal 

neutron fluence of 2 x 10
24

 n/m²).  The radiation induced currents from the inner conductor to the ground 
will be measured continuously as well as the induced voltages between the ends of the coil wires. The 
temperature gradients will be monitored on-line.  After irradiation the coils will be visually inspected in the 
BR2 hot cells. 

As the fabrication of the prototype coils by RFX-Padua has been delayed due to technical problems 
resulting even in a completely new design (see figure 9), this task has suffered from a long delay.  
Preliminary thermal calculations have been performed on the basis of coil geometry information, but the 
design is awaiting the final definition of the test conditions and the test samples (by ITER IO). 
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PARTNERS 

 Consorzio RFX, Padua, Italy 

 ITER IO, Cadarache, France 

 

REPORTS 

None yet 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

[6] Ludo Vermeeren, "Neutron irradiation and temperature effects on induced voltages in various 
mineral insulated cables and ceramic-coated wires", SOFT2010, Porto, Portugal, Sept. 27 – 
Oct. 1, 2010 

[7] Ludo Vermeeren, "Neutron irradiation and temperature effects on induced voltages in various 
mineral insulated cables and ceramic-coated wires", submitted to Fusion Engineering and 
Design 

 
 

 

 

3.1.3 Neutron effects on first wall materials (microstructure, thermal  
shock resistance, mechanical properties): Irradiation campaigns, microstructural analysis, 
mechanical testing, thermal heat load resistance (Tungsten and tungsten alloy 
development; Nanostructured ODS ferritic steel development) 
 

3.1.3.1 Quality Assurance testing of manufacturing tiles (SCK•CEN 4.1.5) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  JW6-TA-EP2-ILT-01-D5 

Principal Investigator: I. Uytdenhouwen (iuytdenh@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  J. Knaeps, R. Vanuytven, R. Mertens 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The ITER-like Wall (ILW) project was initiated at JET with the goal of testing tritium retention, material 
mixing and melt layer behaviour and to optimise ITER-relevant plasma scenarios for the ITER reference 
material combination and will be installed in a dedicated shutdown in 2010. Be bulk and Be-coated tiles 
will be used at JET for the first wall and the limiters; W-bulk and W coated tiles for the divertor and other 
main wall/limiter regions subjected to loads too high for beryllium. The lessons to be learned from such an 
experiment in JET may be critical for reducing the risk linked with materials in ITER.  

A bulk tungsten divertor had to be foreseen at the position of the outer strike point in the divertor because 
the lifetime of the tungsten coatings may be strongly limited due to the limited thickness. A conceptual 
design phase for the tungsten material had to be set-up and must be handled with utmost care. Main 
reasons are the extremely unfavourable boundary conditions in the JET divertor, the unavailability of 
active cooling as well as the mechanical weakness and difficult characterization of the tungsten material.  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

For the bulk tungsten divertor row maximum care was taken to limit the stresses in the solid tungsten 
plasma-facing components. The absence of active cooling makes temperature cycling of the refractory 
tungsten material close to or through the DBTT (ductile-to-brittle transition temperature, about 200-300°C) 
and above the recrystallization threshold around 1250°C hardly avoidable.  

 

 

 

mailto:iuytdenh@sckcen.be
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Selection of tungsten material grade 

As W material, pure W (>99.9%) was selected to realize ITER relevant W surface. To specify preferable 
W grades for the blade, mechanical properties and recrystallization resistance of various grades have 
been examined. The most important parameters for the W grade were regarded as: 

(i) lower brittle-to-ductile transient temperature (DBTT), 

(ii) mechanical strength at an elevated temperature (500°C), 

(iii) better recrystallization resistance. 

As a result, sintered and rolled W grades exhibited lower DBTT (obtained by static bending tests), and 
preferable recrystallization resistance among sintered, rolled and forged grades. Besides, the thermal 
shock resistance of W grades below the melting threshold of the W was studied in the electron beam 
facility JUDITH. In the thermal shock tests applying of several single pulses from 0.22 to 0.55 GW/m

2
 for 

5 ms, the sintered grades showed better performance than the deformed grade. For more information, the 
reader is suggested to the annual report 2008. 

 

Development of bulk tungsten divertor design 

The clamping scheme developed minimizes the vertical forces applied on the lamellae and provides a 
compressive pre-load for the integrity of the stack, corresponding to uniform pressures below <6-20 MPa. 
The higher loads were deliberately moved to the supporting structure: a wedge-shaped carrier, the 
clamping, and an adaptor to the base plate of the torus. The thermo-mechanical analysis of the lamellae 
gives a picture of the distribution of temperature and stresses for nominal exposures ≥ 7MW/m

2
 (10s). 

The possible onset of the DBTT and of recrystallisation were the main reasons for selecting the W 
lamellae design (see figure 10 left) with due consideration of the mechanical properties of the material. 
The clamping concept is aimed at subjecting tungsten exclusively to compression forces. Each tile is 
segmented in 4 stacks of 24 solid tungsten lamellae. 

   

Figure 10: Left: Overview of a bulk W module, Right: clamping system and a single assembled 
tungsten stack (CATIA model) 

 

The goal of minimizing the tensile stresses in tungsten was achieved to the greatest extent. Only 
unavoidable thermo-mechanical stresses generate local tensile stresses below 150 MPa (elastic FEM 
calculations) in a region where the temperature may still reach relatively high values, up to 1500°C. For 
more information, the reader is suggested towards the annual report of 2009. 

An elastic-plastic analysis examined the effect of yielding at this location and assessed the risk of fatigue 
failure under thermal cycling. The work was prompted by the recent material results which fell slightly 
short of the required yield and UTS in some cases. The analysis shows that these small short-falls are not 
drivers for the thermal fatigue life, and indeed the large elongation that was found in the tests point to an 
enhancement rather than a reduction in fatigue life due to thermal cycling. The predicted fatigue life, 
based on the 2009 test results is about 1.0 x 10

5
. Applying a "safe life" to "failure life" margin of 5, the 

predicted fatigue life is about the level of the anticipated number of applied cycles. Assuming that the 
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applied cycles (2.2 X 10
4
) in JET will all be at high power for 5 years of operation. It should be noted that 

the predictions do not take the ratchetting behaviour into account. 

 

Selection of high temperature material for the chain links 

The chains that will hold the W lamellae together will take care of the compensation of differential thermal 
expansion and will compensate some ageing. Densamet was chosen for its ductility properties at RT and 
still acceptable mechanical properties at higher temperatures. Due to the uncertainty of the tensile 
strength of the Densamet chains, 450MPa was chosen for the full temperature range.  

 

 

 

Figure 11: Left: the chain assembly for clamping. Right: Densamet chain links 

 

Tensile tests were performed up to 900°C to determine the most suitable grade. In the end, the 9375F 
grade was selected because it exhibited more ductility for all test temperatures but with comparable 
tensile and yield strength (see fig. 12). 

 

 

Figure 12: Stress-strain curves for two grades of Densamet (9375F: 93%W, 5.25%Ni, 
1.75%Fe)(9766F: 97%W, 2%Ni, 1%Fe) 
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PUBLICATIONS 

[8] Ph. Mertens, V. Philipps, G. Pintsuk, V. Riccardo, U. Samm, V. Thompson and I. 
Uytdenhouwen, "Clamping of solid tungsten components for the bulk W divertor row in JET – 
precautionary design for a brittle material", Physica Scripta T138 (2009) 014032 (5pp) 

 

 

 

 

3.1.3.2 Tungsten & tungsten alloy development – material characterization (SCK•CEN 4.1.5) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-MAT-WWALLOY-03-01  

Principal Investigator: I. Uytdenhouwen (iuytdenh@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  H. Sheng (Phd student), W. van Renterghem, J. Knaeps, R. Vanuytven, 
R. Mertens 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Tungsten and tungsten alloys are presently considered for the water cooled divertor in ITER and helium 
cooled divertor in DEMO and possibly for the protection of the helium cooled first wall in DEMO designs. 
This is mainly because of high melting point, good thermal conductivity, acceptable tritium inventory, low 
erosion rate under plasma loading (sputtering) and high temperature strength. The main drawbacks are 
its poor mechanical properties such as low fracture toughness and high ductile-to-brittle transition 
temperature. None of the W & W alloys developed so-far has been fully optimized for structure or armour 
application in fusion reactors. Nor have any full characterization been performed on a single reference 
tungsten grade.  

Mechanical test results are partly described in previous annual report 2009 (WP08-09-MAT-WWALLOY) 
together with the motivation of mechanical test properties (strain rate, temperature, …). 

It is known that the mechanical properties are highly dependent on the microstructure. Therefore an 
extensive microstructural investigation campaign was started. The etched sample surface and fracture 
surface after tensile testing are microstructurally assessed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). All the obtained data will be summarized into a database that 
can be used for future modelling input and will be compared to the same grade material after neutron 
irradiation. 

   
 
Figure 13: (a) Digital picture of a double forged tungsten block, (b) graphical demonstration of the 
specimens cutting position of the double forged tungsten, (c) digital picture of the potassium doped 
tungsten bars. 

 
 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Mechanical tensile test results were performed at 300°C and 500°C in air and 1000°C, 1500°C and 
2000°C in vacuum for two different strain rates (0.2 and 42 mm/min). Dog bone shaped specimens were 
used for all grades.  
 
 
Newly developed double forged pure W 
The manufacturing procedure is described in previous task. There it was also found that the mechanical 
tensile test results were very consistent with the thermal shock data obtained by Forschungszentrum 

mailto:iuytdenh@sckcen.be
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Jülich. The microstructure from the stress relieved (1000°C) and annealed material (1600°C) exhibited 
anisotropic grain size behaviour. Therefore tests were performed both in the radial as well as longitudinal 
orientation of the discs. To investigate the additional effect of the position inside the block (see fig. 13), 
samples were taken from the centre, the middle (between edge and centre) and the edge of the blocks 
 
 

T 
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Longitudinal 
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Transverse 
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1000 
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Figure 14: some selected SEM images of the fracture surfaces of double forged pure tungsten in 
the as-received state in the longitudinal and transverse orientation after tensile testing (specimens 
from the edge of the block) in two different strain rates. 

 
Longitudinal orientation (along the axis in direction of the 45mm) 
SEM images revealed that the microstructure at the edge of the block was more homogeneous than at 
the middle and the centre of the block. However, no significant large difference in the mechanical 
properties (300°C and 500°C) was found, only a small tendency for higher yield strength at the edge.  
Therefore, focus was put on the edge samples to investigate the higher temperatures and the two 
deformation speeds. No obvious difference between the slow (0.2 mm/min) and the fast strain rate 
(42mm/min) could be detected in both the SEM fracture surfaces as the flow stress (see fig. 14). This 
would suggest that no real strain rate dependence is found in this tungsten grade and orientation, which 
is rather surprising. At the moment no clear understanding of this phenomena was found. At higher 
temperatures (1000-2000°C), less intergranular cleavage was detected for the highest strain rate 
(0.2mm/min) that is probably connected to additional time for creep.  
Transverse orientation (radial direction in plane of the 140mm) 
The material behaves more ductile compared to the longitudinal orientation at low temperatures (300 and 
500°C)(fig. 14). DBTT is below 300°C which is a lot lower than in the longitudinal orientation (between 
500-1000°C). Agreement was found in the SEM fractography were fracture surfaces showed fully ductile 
fracture at 500°C. At temperatures at and above 1000°C, no difference could be detected in both the 
mechanical properties and fractograhpy as compared to the longitudinal orientation. 
 
 
Commercially available rolled WVWM (K-doped W) 
The investigated material is the potassium doped tungsten grade ―WVMW‖ (fig. 13(c)), which is provided 
by the company PLANSEE AG in the form of forged rods with a diameter of 15 mm and a deformation 
degree of 1.7. The determination of the material’s chemical composition by inductive coupled plasma 

50 µm
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ionisation – mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) in FZJ - provides a purity of at least 99.99% with remaining 
contaminations being Mo, Ni, Na, Al and <22ppm of K. Furthermore the oxygen content in the material is 
determined to be ~23 ppm which is randomly distributed as W-oxide inclusions which were found by SEM  
surface investigation. 
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Figure 15: some selected SEM images of the fracture surfaces of potassium doped tungsten in the 
as-received and annealed after tensile testing in two different strain rates. 

 
 

The thermal conductivity is comparable with literature values for pure tungsten, so better performances in 
thermal shock behavior are entirely attributed to the microstructural and mechanical properties. Due to 
the limited dimensions of the bar diameter, no transverse orientation tests could be performed. For a 
better understanding of the recrystallization performance, half a disc of the material was annealed in 
vacuum (10

-2
-10

-3
 mbar) at 1800°C for 2 hours.  

The first and most obvious result of the tensile tests at 0.2 mm/min is that after annealing a drop of tensile 
strength by about 100 MPa compared to the as-received material is observed at all temperatures up to 
1500°C. Furthermore this is accompanied by a significant increase in material’s ductility. A transition from 
transgranular cleavage at 300°C to intergranular fracture and finally pure ductile fracture at 2000°C was 
found (fig. 15). At 2000°C, which is above the before determined recrystallization temperature, identical 
values were found for both materials owing to the recrystallization of the as received material during the 
test. 

The before mentioned increase in ductility is of particular interest at 300°C providing fracture strains of 
more than 30% for the recrystallized material while in its initial state the material still fails partly by 
premature fracture indicating that it is still not above the DBTT. This is almost identical to the results 
obtained for the annealed material at a higher strain rate exhibiting a significant drop in ductility and by 
this indicating an increase in DBTT for higher strain rates. This is in correlation with measurements on the 
DBTT behavior using pre-cracked four point bending specimens. 
 
 

30 µm
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up to high temperature of W metal, Task No.: WP08-09-MAT-WWALOY 
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[12] G. Pintsuk G., A. Prokhodtseva and I. Uytdenhouwen, "Thermal shock characterization of 
tungsten deformed in two orthogonal directions", poster presented at the 14th ICFRM 
conference, Sapporo, Japan; September 7-12 (2009). Paper to be published in Journal of 
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[13] I. Uytdenhouwen, G. Bousselin, R. Chaouadi, V. Massaut, W. Van Renterghem, J. 
Schuurmans, Y. Zayachuk, "Full characterization (mechanical and microstructural) of 
commercial tungsten grade for reference purposes", oral presentation at the semi-annual 
monitoring meeting, June 28-29 June 

 
 
 
 

3.1.3.3 Characterization of neutron irradiated and thermal shocked tungsten specimens (SCK•CEN 4.1.5) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-PWI-05-01-01 & WP09-PWI-09-04a/SCK/BS 

Principal Investigator: I. Uytdenhouwen (iuytdenh@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff: K. Kaers, R. Mertens, S. Van den Berghe 

 

OBJECTIVES 

ITER operation will be highly discontinuous, which will cause thermal fatigue of the materials. Moreover, 
transient events will appear, such as plasma disruptions, vertical displacement events (VDEs) and edge 
localized modes (ELMs). During these intense transient heat loads, material erosion and subsequent 
redeposition of layers and dust formation will take place. They are the main concerns from a safety point 
of view, and will limit the lifetime of the plasma facing components. The current material selection for 
ITER is beryllium on the first wall, carbon fibre composites (CFC) in the heavily thermal loaded regions of 
the divertor, and tungsten or tungsten alloys for the upper vertical target of the divertor, the baffle and the 
dome. To investigate their behaviour, ITER specific thermal shock loading conditions are simulated by the 
electron beam test facility JUDITH of FZJ (Jülich). 

In addition to the heat loads, 14 MeV neutrons result in radiation damage. The ultimate goal is to predict 
the thermal shock resistance of these materials after neutron irradiation. A neutron irradiation in the BR2 
reactor was started in 2005 (up to 0,5 dpa at 300°C under helium gas atmosphere). In 2006, this 

mailto:iuytdenh@sckcen.be
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irradiation campaign was continued with additional coated samples. The final fluence obtained was 0.71 
dpa, for the original samples, and 0.25 dpa for the additional coated samples. The thermal shock 
simulation has been performed at FZJ in 2008 and 2009. Additional post-irradiation examination were 
performed at SCK•CEN in 2009 for the samples that were thermal shocked in FZJ in 2008. Further 
investigations are planned in the future on the 2009 tested samples. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Detailed information on the irradiation campaign, the thermal shock damage and analysis of beryllium and 
tungsten based coatings can be found in previous annual fusion reports (2007, 2008 and 2009). 

 

Single pulses 

During thermal shock testing in the electron beam JUDITH-1 in forschungszentrum Jülich, it was 
attempted to perform reproducible measurements. An example of a typical absorbed current and 
temperature profile can be found in figure 16 for a typical disruption like loading. The total amount of 
absorbed current is similar for all tested power densities. For the highest power density it was found (for 
almost all tungsten grades) that more electron current was reflected compared to the reference materials. 
There was also a clear tendency for the surface. Obviously higher surface temperatures were recorded 
for increasing power density. But also a increased maximum recorded surface temperature was found for 
the irradiated conditions (fig. 16 right). 

 

 

Figure 16: Example of absorbed current profiles (left) and temperatures (right) for 
deformed Tungsten from Plansee A.G.. Heat loaded at 0.22, 0.33, 0.44 and 0.55 
GW/m

2
 for 5ms on an area of 4X4mm

2
. 

 

Multiple pulses 

Similar tests as for the un-irradiated samples was performed. Namely ELM like loading and repetitive 
disruption-like simulations for the pure W and W-1%La2O3 grades. Power densities between 0.3-0.8 
GW/m

2
 for 1ms (ELMs) and 5ms (disruptions) on a 4X4mm

2
 area. An example of a deformed tungsten in 

the as-received state can be found in figure 17 (left) for the unirradiated material after 0.8GW/m
2
, 1000 

pulses for 1ms. First optical pictures were taken on the irradiated specimens, but so far no conclusive 
results could be obtained. However, it is clear that the crack density network is denser than for the un-
irradiated material suggesting a degradation in the thermal shock resistance.  
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Unirradiated Irradiated 

  

 

Figure 17: Electron beam simulation at 0.8 GW/m
2
, 1000 pulses for 1ms on an area of 4X4mm

2
. 

Left: SEM and profilometry data of an un-irradiated deformed tungsten in the as-received. Right: 
optical image of an irradiated (0.71dpa, 300°C, He environment) deformed tungsten grade in the 
as-received state. 

 

 

It is foreseen to continue the task in the coming years to investigate the damage in more detail by SEM, 
metallography, profilometry, ….  

 

PARTNERS 

 University of Ghent (UGent), Belgium 

 Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ), Germany 

 PLANSEE SE, Austria 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

 

[14] J. Linke, Th. Loewenhoff, V. Massaut, G. Pintsuk, G. Ritz, M. Rödig, A. Schmidt, C. Thomser, 
I. Uytdenhouwen, V. Vasechko, M. Wirtz, "Performance of different tungsten grades under 
transient thermal loads", to be published in proceedings  

 

 

3.1.3.4 Preparation and irradiation campaign to ITER TBM relevant dose to qualify joints and diffusion 
bonded EUROFER samples/ IRFUMA-6 (SCK•CEN 4.1.5) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  TW6-TTMS-001-D1  

Principal Investigator: Mageshwaran Ramesh (mramesh@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  Enrico Lucon, Marcel Wéber  

 

OBJECTIVES 

Irradiation up to a target fluence of approximately 2dpa at 300° C on miniature tensile and impact test 
specimens from three different weld joints (TIG, Laser and diffusion bonded) on EUROFER base 
material. The above task was started in 03/2008 and intended to be completed after eight irradiation 
cycles. The overall objective is to evaluate the post-irradiation perfomance of the three types of weld 

1 mm
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joints made on EUROFER base material (not included in current task).  Additionally to compare their 
mechanical behavior with the PIE experiments performed under the framework of IRFUMA IV. 

 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Irradiation experiments were performed successfully in the D180 channel of the CALLISTO rig of BR2 
reactor in Mol starting from cycle 03/2008 to cycle 05/2009; all the irradiated specimens which were 
assembled in the form of rods in the CALLISTO shroud tube were dismantled. They are waiting to be 
characterised for their post irradiation performance (not included in the current task).  

 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

 

[15] Preparation of the IRFUMA-6 irradiation campaign to qualify EUROFER97 joints (~2 dpa, 300 
°C). Mol, Belgium: SCK•CEN, 2007- (External Report of the Belgian Nuclear Research 
Centre; ER-25; TW6-TTMS-001-D1a) ISSN 1782-2335. 

 

 

 

3.1.3.5 Creep and fracture toughness testing of nano-structured ODS ferritic steel at high temperature 
(SCK•CEN 4.1.5) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-MAT-ODSFS-04-01  

Principal Investigator: R. Chaouadi ( rachid.chaouadi@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  P. Jacquet   

 

OBJECTIVES 

Within the broader approach, a high flux test module (HFTM) will be irradiated in the BR2 reactor at 550°c 
up to ~0.5 dpa. Originally, the irradiation temperature was higher, namely 650°C, but was reduced to 
550°C to avoid eventual decarburization of the specimens. Few 14%Cr-nano-structured ODS samples 
will be included in the test program, including 6 tensile specimens, 2 compact tension (1/4T–CT) samples, 
and  4 irradiation creep samples. 

The main objective is to evaluate irradiation creep and crack resistance behaviour of a 14%Cr-nano-
structured ODS ferritic steel at high temperature (550°C). 

 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Because of the unavailability of nano-structured ODS steels on the European market, we selected the 
14%Cr-steel used in another EU project and that was produced by CEA. To fit the limited HFTM 
irradiation volume but also considering the available material, the specimen size was adapted in order to 
optimize the testing matrix. Specimens are under fabrication. The irradiation is scheduled for mid 2011 
while testing will be carried out in 2012.  

 

 

 
 

  

mailto:rachid.chaouadi@sckcen.be
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3.1.4 Scientific exploitation of a plasmatron facility in the EFDA frame: Studies of  
          PWI, gas retention, etc. 

 
3.1.4.1 Calculations and preparations for the use and installation of the plasmatron VISION I for  

the study of tritium retention (licensing) on beryllium bulk and contaminated materials (SCK•CEN 
4.1.6) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-PWI-06-01 

Project leader: I. Uytdenhouwen (iuytdenh@sckcen.be) 

Principal Investigator: K. Dylst (kdylst@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  J. Schuurmans, H. Van Eyck 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The plasmatron VISION I is a device in which ITER first wall conditions can be simulated. Its purpose is to 
eventually study the tritium retention of several first wall candidate materials. This can be done by 
exposing them to a deuterium – tritium plasma in Vision I. Bulk beryllium, contaminated and neutron 
activated materials are some of the candidate materials.  
This ambitious plan leads to two main objectives of this safety study: i) tritium licensing of the plasmatron 
and ii) determination of possible accident scenario's.  
The move of the plasmatron towards the T-lab and the industrial safety with deuterium licensing is 
described in task JW8-NFT-BELG-27. The development of the electrostatic probe diagnostic system and 
first deuterium retention results are to be found in task WP10-PWI-05-01-02. 
In order to be able to operate in future with plasma of pure T2 and D2, safety issues related towards the 
tritium were needed. Next to providing the right experimental conditions the plasmatron will also act as 
the first confinement for these gases. µ 
With the current plasmatron configuration it will be necessary to every now and then open the plasmatron 
chamber in order to change the target or to replace the filaments. Because of the tritium contamination 
inside the plasmatron chamber it will be necessary to do this inside a glovebox. Therefore the plasmatron 
device will be intstalled in gloveboxes. Tritium released in the glovebox atmosphere can be either 
removed by controlled ventilation to the stack (below the release limit) or can be captured by an air 
detritiation system.  
 
 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The first step in this safety study was to determine whether the gloveboxes should be equipped with an 
air detritiation system. For the evaluation of an air detritiation system the operational specifications of the 
Active Air Purification (AAP) systems of the former ETHEL laboratory were used. 
A simplified mathematical model shows that directly after tritium release the tritium recuperation system is 
capable to decrease the tritium concentration in the glovebox atmosphere by a factor 2 in 4,15 minutes. 
With moderate tritium releases in the glovebox, like the opening of the plasma chamber after tritium 
operations- the tritium concentration in the gloveboxes can be decreased by a factor of more than 20000 
in less than one hour. 
The operation of the air detritiation system was also theoretically benchmarked versus the impact of the 
worst imaginable but unlikely incident with the plasmatron: a sudden and strong leakage of vessel V5 
right before the initiation of an experiment. In such an event 6.27.10

13
 Bq tritium would be released in the 

glovebox atmosphere.  
In case no air detritiation system is available the controlled venting of the glovebox atmosphere is the only 
possible solution. This must be done in such a way that the tritium gas concentration in the air released 
from the glovebox would be less than 69400 kBq/m³. The evolution of the tritium concentration in the 
glovebox atmosphere is represented in the green line in Figure 18 below. In such an event most of the 
6.27.10

13
 Bq of tritium would be released to the environment in a timespan of more than 60 hours. 

mailto:iuytdenh@sckcen.be
mailto:kdylst@sckcen.be
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Figure 18: Evolution of tritium concentration in  the glovebox atmosphere in case of a serious 
incident. 

 
 
In the alternative case, i.e. with an air detritiation system, the tritium concentration in the glovebox 
atmosphere decreases with a factor of more than 20000 in less than one hour. In the following 48 hours 
the tritium concentration in the glovebox atmosphere can then be further decreased by a factor of more 
than 10. Eventually the last remaining tritium in the glovebox atmosphere will also be removed by 
controlled venting via the stack. In case of this incident the air detritiation system will decrease the tritium 
release to the environment with a factor of more than 240000.  
In summary the tritium recuperation system has two major advantages: i) an instant decrease of the 
tritium concentration in the gloveboxes after a release and ii) a minimisation of the tritium release to the 
environment. The former advantage is key for the safety of the workers in the laboratory, the latter 
ensures environmental safety. The combination of the two will smoothen the path for upgrading the 
license from 25 TBq (0.1g tritium) to 370 TBq (1g). Therefore it has been decided to equip the glove 
boxes in the tritium lab with an air detritiation system. 
 
 

PARTNERS 

 EFDA, Culham, UK 

 TEC, Trilateral Euroregio Cluster 

 
 

PUBLICATIONS 

[16] Dylst K. - Een luchtdetritatiesysteem voor het tritiumlabo – Mol, Belgium: SCK•CEN, 2010 – 
15 p. Internal note to Antoine F. 
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3.2. Materials modeling 
 
3.2.1 Displacement cascades: the long-time scale evolution (SCK•CEN 4.2.1) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-MAT-REMEV-03-01 

Principal Investigator:  D. Terentyev (dterenty@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  G. Bonny  

 

OBJECTIVES 

Development of ternary interatomic potentials for Fe-Cr-X system to account for effects related to the 
presence of minor alloying elements (i.e. W, Mo) entering the composition of low activated EUROFER 
steel and conventional Fe-9Cr steels. Production of two and three body potentials to introduce other 
transition metals (in the Fe-Cr matrix) that enter EUROFER’s composition as minor alloying elements and 
may have important impact on the microstructural evolution (target systems to be discussed within the 
community). The potentials will be produced based on the DFT database that is to be developed 
according to the strategic plan for 2010-2015. The main host matrix is to be Fe-Cr and primary target is to 
reproduce correctly properties of Fe-Cr-W system in dilute limit or low-concentrated alloys. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

We have performed a literature review to identify the main effects of W and Mo. In Figs. 19 and 20 the 
DFT calculated solute-solute and solute-vacancy interactions [1] in bcc Fe are shown, respectively. 
Clearly, the behaviour of W and Mo are very similar. The solute-solute interaction show strong repulsion, 
while the solute-vacancy interaction is first attractive (1nn) and then repulsive. 

 

 

Table 1. Binding energy of different interstitial configurations. 

 

Configuration 
Eb (eV) 

Mo W 

Mixed -1.38 / -0.16 -1.74 / -0.22 

Mixed (in Fe15Cr) -1.04 -1.06 

Compression -0.45 -0.55 

Tension 0.07 0.05 
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Figure 19:. Solute-solute interaction for Mo and W in bcc Fe. 
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Figure 20: Solute-vacancy interaction for Mo and W in bcc Fe. 

 

In Table 1 the DFT calculated binding energy of W and Mo interstitial configurations is displayed (1,2). 
Depending on the reference, there is a large discrepancy between DFT results for the mixed dumbbell 
configurations (see Fig. 21 for the specific configurations). This discrepancy needs to be clarified with the 
respective authors. 
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Figure 21: Solute positions for the different dumbbell configurations. 

 

In Fig. 22 the Calhpad calculated solubility limit of W and Mo in Fe is shown. Both elements show little 
solubility. This fact, however, is in contradiction with the DFT calculated head of formation (HOF) of the 
elements in Fe, which is 0.09eV and -0.01eV for Mo and W, respectively. Based on the HOF both phase 
diagrams should be quite different, with large solubility for W. To clarify this inconsistency more DFT 
calculations are necessary. 

 

 

  

Figure 22: Phase diagram of Fe-Mo (left) and Fe-W (right). 

 

The first Fe-Cr-W potential will be constructed by the end of this year based on the methodology 
developed to fit the Fe-Cr potential (3) and the ternary FeNiCr potential (4). For the Fe-Cr part our 
recently developed two-band model potential will be used, while for the part of W we will use the potential 
developed by Derlet et al. (5). 
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3.2.2 Kineticsics: Development of advanced methods (SCK•CEN 4.2.2) 
 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-MAT-REMEV-05-01 

Principal Investigator:  D. Terentyev ( dterenty@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  N. Castin  

 

Objectives 

The main objective of this work is the development of an atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) model, 
using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for the prediction of migration barriers for different types of point 
defects in dilute and concentrated Fe-Cr systems (1). The ANN is trained to predict the migration energy 
barrier calculated with the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method (see Fig. 23), using a semi-empirical 
interatomic potential (2) as a cohesive model. The applied potentials have been developed within the 
MAT-REMEV programme, and are fitted to data obtained by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 
 

 

Figure 23: A schematic representation of the AKMC model (3) example of a vacancy migration 
event. The point-defect migration energies are calculated without approximation  using the Nudged 
Elastic Band  (NEB) method. ANN, used here as a numerical regression tool, is trained to replace 
NEB calculations, which allows to reduce computing expenses by orders of magnitude. The input 
for the ANN is a description of the local atomic environment around a migrating defect, which is 
coded in the form of a string of integers for the best computing performance.  

mailto:dterenty@sckcen.be
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As a first step, a large scale Metropolis Monte Carlo calculations will be performed to investigate possible 
segregation effects in the Fe-Cr system (of relevant Cr content) in matrices containing extended defects 
(e.g. dislocations or grain boundaries) and nano-scale experimentally resolvable radiation induced 
defects, such as dislocation loops and voids. This work is necessary to ensure that our  AKMC model can 
correctly address the problem of segregation driven by point defects migration. To achieve this goal, the 
atomistic MMC technique allowing for relaxation is to be developed and applied in the first place. 

 
 
Achievements 

 
In the previous year, ANN-based AKMC was successfully applied to study the migration of a vacancy in 
Fe-Cr alloys and thermal ageing of Fe-Cr alloys resulting in the α-α' decomposition (3). This year, the 
mobility of self-interstitial atoms (SIA) was addressed. The migration energy barrier is, for convenience, 

estimated using an heuristic formula: 

 

Em  E0  E
2

, where  is the relaxed energy difference before 

and after the jump of an SIA. The vacancy migration energy, on the contrary, is calculated with the NEB 
method. Fig. 24 shows the accuracy of ANN predictions, after training. As a first approximation and for 
convenience, again, the individual point-defects are blind to each others in the simulation. This is done to 
avoid the problem of calculating the migration energies for a defect located in the proximity of other 
defects. This is indeed a delicate problem which will be addressed later on. 

  

Figure 24: ANN quality of predictions. (left) Vacancy migration energy in Fe-Cr alloy. The average 
error is 15.20 meV, and the correlation coefficient R2 is 0.98. (right) Relaxed energy difference 
associated to the migration of a self-interstitial atom in Fe-Cr alloy. The average error is 72.7 meV, 
and the correlation coefficient R2 is 0.95. 

 

Appropriate benchmarking calculations, including only one SIA in the simulation, have shown that the 
mobility of the latter as predicted by the ANN-AKMC model agrees well with the trajectory (see Fig. 25) 
obtained from MD simulations, carried using the same interatomic potential.  

 

Figure 25: Trajectory of a self-interstitial atom modelled at 600K for 10ns in Fe-10Cr alloy. Left and 
right hand sides show trajectories obtained using ANN-AKMC and MD, respectively. 

20 a0

MD trajectoryANN-kMC trajectory
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From the simulated trajectory the corresponding diffusion coefficient was extracted as 
6

2


j

c

v
fD , 

where Δ is the jump distance, vj is the jump frequency and fc is the correlation factor. The calculated 
diffusion coefficients are presented in Fig.26. 
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Figure 26: Diffusion coefficients calculated based on the ANN-kMC generated trajectory of a self-
interstitial atom diffusing in Fe-5,10,15%Cr alloys. 

The corresponding activation energy was extracted using the Arrhenius expression i.e.
Tk

E
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m

eDTD
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It was found that the presence of Cr reduces the mobility of a self-interstitial atom and the corresponding 
activation energy increases up to 0.44-0.47 eV, as compared to 0.33 eV in pure Fe. The obtained results 
agree well with the experimental estimation for the activation energy of the free migration of self-interstitial 
atoms in concentrated Fe-Cr alloys (4). The results of the isochronal resistivity measurements after low-
temperature electron irradiation (2.5 MeV) of Fe–Cr alloys are presented in Fig.27. We can see that all 
three alloys show a typical peak at about 175K, which was attributed to the onset of the long range 
migration of self-interstitial atoms (4). The corresponding activation energy was determined to be 0.43 ± 
0.05 eV, which falls in the range of the migration energies determined using the ANN-AKMC technique.

 

Figure 27:. Derivative of the resistivity recovery curves experimentally measuredafter low-
temperature electron irradiation (2.5 MeV) of Fe–Cr alloys of different concentrations (4). 
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The next step will be the validation of the developed techniques including both vacancies and self-
interstitials in the simulation. For the validation of the ANN regression and interatomic potentials applied 
to construct the regression, we have decided to model the isochronal annealing experiment (such as the 
one shown in Fig.27) in the temperature range from 50 to 250K (thus considering stages of the migration 
of SIAs and vacancies) and also consider dilute Fe-Cr alloys studied in (5; 6). A proper simulation of the 
annealing will, however, require an accurate treatment of close–pair and correlated recombination (first 
peak on Fig. 27), which we are currently working on. 
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3.2.3 Plasticity and Fracture (SCK•CEN 4.2.3) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-MAT-REMEV-06-01 

Principal Investigator:  D. Terentyev (dterenty@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  L. Malerba 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The main objective is to use Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to address (i) hardening due to 
radiation induced defect clusters and (ii) effect of carbon on the mobility of dislocation loops and vacancy 
clusters. Studies are to be performed using large scale molecular dynamics simulations. Both static and 
dynamic simulations will be performed using the most appropriate interatomic potential for Fe-C system 
that correctly accounts for the saturation of covalent bonding interaction (derived by Hepburn and 
Ackland) [1]. The main issues to be addressed are the following: effect of Carbon on the relative stability 
of ½<111> and <100> self interstitial clusters, effect of Carbon on the mobility of 1D-migrating dislocation 
loops, possible drag of Carbon by the dislocation loops and dislocations, effect of Carbon on the stability 
and mobility of small vacancy clusters. Effect of Carbon on the nucleation and movement of pair kinks on 
screw dislocations. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Up to now the focus was made on the effect of Carbon on the mobility of dislocation loops and small 
clusters of point defects. The strong attractive interaction between a <110> dumbbell and a carbon atom 
predicted by the earlier developed interatomic potentials [1; 2; 3] is inconsistent with the results obtained 
using density functional theory [4]. The applied here potential [1] accounts for the saturation of covalent 
bonding and thus is expected to provide a better description for the interaction of Carbon with over-
coordinated defects. We have therefore limit ourself to use only this cohesive model.  

Static calculations addressing the stability of small clusters of point defects have shown that, an interstitial 
carbon atom is not attracted to the small parallel (studied in [5]) and non parallel clusters (studied in [6]) 
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consisting of <110> dumbbells in the nearest neighbour coordination and hence should not affect the 
mobility of small 3D-migrating SIA clusters. Resistivity recovery experiments performed in Fe doped with 
carbon [7] did not reveal any effect of carbon on the migration of defects formed at stage IE i.e. di- and tri-
SIA clusters, which is consistent with the results obtained here. On the other hand it is known 
experimentally that carbon atoms are bounded to dislocations and according to elasticity theory 
calculations the binding energy is 0.7 eV. Our simulations indicate that a carbon atom exhibits a positive 
binding energy with both ½<111> and <100> dislocations and dislocation loops. 

The results obtained for a 7-SIA cluster containing <111> crowdions suggest that all three potentials 
predict qualitatively and quantitatively similar behaviour for the interaction of C with the cluster, as can be 
seen from Fig.28. The maximum binding energy was found to be in the range 0.38-0.48 eV, which is 
rather strong considering that the typical activation energy for such clusters is of the order of tens of meV.  

 

 
Figure 28: Interaction energy maps for C-7SIA cluster complex drawn in the cluster's habit plane, 
calculated using three different interatomic potentials (a) from Ref.[2], (b) from Ref.[3] and (c) from 
Ref.[1]. 

 
A second carbon would offer a strong enough trapping but it should reach the cluster within the time 
required for the dissociation of C-cluster complex. Since the dissociation energy for the latter (0.4-0.6 eV) 
is  much smaller than the migration energy of carbon in the bulk,  multiple trapping can be excluded. 
Moreover, C-C interaction is known to be weak in Fe [4] so the concentration of C-C pairs should be 
negligibly small at elevated temperature. In irradiation conditions, most of carbon atoms in solution are 
expected to form stable complexes with vacancies (such as v-C and v-C2), whose dissociation energy is 
at least above 1.0 eV. The information on the stability of vacancy-Carbon complexes is shown in Table 2. 
The structure of the studied complexes is presented in Fig.29. 

 

 
Figure 29: The most energetically favourable C-VN configurations calculated for the three potentials. 
The position of a carbon atom in each cluster, corresponding to its lowest energy configuration, is 
marked by the first letter of the corresponding potential. 
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We therefore suggest that vacancy-carbon complexes can be responsible for the trapping of 1D migrating 
SIA clusters. MD simulations show that the pinning strength of such complexes interacting with ½<111> 
interstitial loops is high enough to attribute the interaction energy of ~1 eV. We also note that the 
dissociation of v-C2 (or v-CN) complexes can occur due to the direct interaction with <111> SIA clusters. 
In the latter case, relieved carbon atoms may diffuse around the loop core to occupy the trapping sites. 
The trapping energy estimated for the v-C complexes is also extremely close to the activation energy for 
the migration of nano-metric ½<111> dislocation loops studied in ultra high pure Fe [8] and found to be 
1.3 eV.  
 
 

Table 2:. Dissociation reaction and corresponding binding and dissociation energy for vN-C and v-C2 
complexes calculated with different potentials. (*) shows the most energetically favourable v-C2 
configuration. 

  

vN-C complex Dissociation 
reaction 

Binding energy 
(eV) 

Dissociation energy (eV), the migrating 
object is specified in the brackets 

v-C v + C 0.49 1.14 

v2-C v + v-C -0.22 0.43 

v3-C v3 + C 0.17 0.6 (v3) /  0.69 (v) / 1.05 (C) 

v4-C v4 +C 0.30 0.92 (v4) / 1.75 (v) / 1.2 (C) 

v-C2 (linear)* C + v-C 0.17 1.06 

v-C2 (adjacent) C + v-C 0.12 1.01 

 
 
Finally, we note that for the interaction of C with a straight ½<111>{110} edge dislocation and large 
<111> SIA cluster (61 SIA), is predicted to be qualitatively different for the covalent-bonding potential 
(used here) and with the earlier potentials. The recently proposed cohesive model [1] predicts significant 
attractive interaction in the compressed region of the dislocation, whereas the earlier models point at a 
strong attractive interaction only in the tensile region.  
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3.3. Techniques for controlling tritium inventory, fuel cycle 
 
Several tasks were formerly carried out, under this heading, within the former EFDA "Technology 
Programme", until 2007.  But the efforts on fusion R&D being now focused on some strong strategic lines, 
regarding also the imposed budget limitations, several tasks foreseen around the detritiation and fuel 
cycle were stopped or withheld awaiting better financial conditions or availability of resources.  One task 
concerning the oxidative cleaning of Beryllium was even proposed (task WP10-PWI-02-02-01BELG) and 
was finally dropped out with agreement of EFDA. 
 
 

 
3.4 Techniques for waste recycling 
 
3.4.1 Feasibility analysis of industrial recycling routes, incl. detritiation processes (beryllium 

and other fusion waste) – Purification of tritiated water 

3.4.1.1 Advanced study for the surface detritiation of non-plasma facing metals (SCK•CEN 4.6) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  JW8-FT-2.30 

Principal Investigator: K. Dylst (kdylst@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  L. Ortiz, J. Seghers 

 

OBJECTIVES 

In continuation of task JW6-FT2.28 "Study of feasibility at larger scale of waste processes studied on lab 
scale." [1], further tests for the surface detritiation of non-plasma facing metals were proposed at varying 
operational conditions (temperature and flow-rate of the detritiation medium) and with different detritiating 
atmospheres. It was planned to perform these tests on JET waste and to determine a relation between 
the surface tritium contamination and the total tritium contamination before and after treatment. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

One of the conclusions of JW6-FT-2.28 was that additional tests needed to be done on the detritiation of 
metals using waste items from JET. This is needed to find the most appropriate detritiation gas and 
establish optimal working conditions. There is a clear advantage in doing these tests with genuine JET 
waste. An analogue, but somewhat larger and flexible installation than the one used for detritiation of 
components from SCK•CEN's VNS loop [2] has been built for this study. A scheme of the installation is 
shown in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30: Scheme of the detritiation installation 
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The experimental program started with cold testing operations. In a first phase the the control and reading 
units were checked and the leak-tightness of the oven was optimised.  

The second phase of cold testing was determining the optimal conditions for operating the installation. It 
was found that for an oven temperature of 300 °C and a given water injection rate of 200 g/h a gas 
injection flow rate of 20 NL/min was optimal: more than 99% of the injected water could be recuperated. 
Other important parameters for operation optimisation that were determined where: 

 the time necessary to achieve the steady state of the heating systems 
(80 minutes),  

 the time necessary to achieve the steady state of the cooling systems 
(20 minutes),  

 the time necessary to achieve the steady state in water flow rate after the thermal steady state was 
reached (25 minutes). 

 

After the cold testing active commissioning started using a mixture of helium (98.5%) and hydrogen 
(1.5%) and some tritium. The tritium activity of this mixture was 11.5 GBq/Nm³. After the installation 
reached thermal steady state and water mass balance steady state the tritiated gas mixture was co-
injected to the system. This was done during ten minutes at a gas flow rate of 0.083 NL/min. Every 5 
minutes the condensed amount of water was weighed and its tritium concentration mas measured. The 
evolution of the activity of the condensate is shown in Figure 31 below 

 

Figure 31: Evolution of the condensate activity based on discrete measurements 

 

During this experiment the transformation yield from HT-gas to tritiated water showed to be 98.9%. 
Despite the promising results during cold and active commissioning experiments the work could not be 
continued due to the non-delivery by JET of the specified contaminated metal samples to carry out the 
rest of the experimental program.  
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[32] Braet J., Bruggeman A., Seghers J., Vanderbiesen S. - Characterization of JET waste 
streams (organic liquids, soft housekeeping waste, contaminated metals) and application of 
detritiation techniques. – Mol, Belgium: SCK•CEN, 2004, (Restricted Report of the Belgian 
Nuclear Research Centre; R-1633; JW3-FT-2.15 

 
 
 

3.4.1.2 Experimental demonstration of a chemical process for the purification before detritiation of tritiated 
water from JET (SCK•CEN 4.6) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  JW9-FT-2.33  

Principal Investigator: K. Dylst (kdylst@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  J. Braet, J. Seghers 

 

OBJECTIVES 

In the recent past tritiated water produced during JET operation has been sent to Ontario Power 
Generation Inc. (OPGI) in Canada for detritiation. However the Canadian authorities have strengthened 
the admission restrictions for such water to a level that the water needs to be purified.  

During the last campaign tritiated water has been collected and temporarily stored on the JET site. At the 
start of this project (January 2009) there were about 240 drums, each containing approximately 180 L of 
tritiated water with an average tritium concentration of 1.5 GBq/L waiting for detritiation. Preliminary 
analysis performed on about 30 drums showed that water is unsuitable for processing at OPGI (see Table 
3) and needs to be purified before shipment. 

 

 

Table 3: Criteria for OPGI and analyses of 30 batches 

 

ITEM [unit] Limits Content in JET water 

   Measured 
 minimum 

Measured 
maximum 

Key Acceptance criteria     

TOC [mg/kg] ≤2 3.1 20.4 

Conductivity [mS/m] ≤5 0.1 10.6 

Boron [mg/kg] ≤1 0.54* 0.54* 

Other acceptance criteria     

Tritium [GBq/kg] ≤333 0.46 10.6 

Turbidity [NTU] 2 1 2.4 

Gadolinium [mg/kg] 1 0.42* 0.42* 

Total Beta/gamma [mg/kg] 1   

Chloride  1 0.15 9.5 

pH  5.5 to 9.1 3.46 6.97 

* detection limit of the used analyses technique 
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In order to comply with the admission criteria for treatment of tritiated water at Belgoprocess, the Waste 
Processing Research Unit (WPR) at SCK•CEN has studied in the past various techniques for purification

1
 

2
of tritiated water and employed them successfully, namely for the purification of heavily salt- polluted 

water. 

The goal of this work is to demonstrate on a representative scale that the tritiated water from JET can be 
purified in order to meet admission criteria requested by OPGI. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

An experimental rig has been installed at SCK•CEN to purify tritiated water from JET at a nominal flow 
rate of 6 L per hour. This is at 1/10

th
 scale of the dimension of an ultimate installation that could, within a 

reasonable amount of time (months), treat all tritiated water at JET that needs purification before shipping 
to OPGI.  The installation used ion exchange columns aided by an initial activated carbon filter and 
subsequent microfiltration, organic compound removal filter and final filter to obtain the necessary level of 
purification. 
 

 

Figure 32: Installation for purification of tritiated water 

 

During the experiments two vessels with tritiated from JET water were purified. One vessel with an 
average chemical impurity level was purified in a "qualification experiment"; a second vessel with a high 
chemical impurity level was treated in a "torture experiment". 
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Table 4: Comparison of obtained purity level of the treated water against limits and targets. 

 

  Limits "qualification" "torture" 

TOC [ppm] 2 2.00* 2.00* 

pH  5.5-9.1 6.49 7.13 

Conductivity (18.5°C) [mS/m] 5 1.38 0.50 

B [ppm] 1 0.02 0.02 

Gd [ppm] 1 0.00 0.00 

Cl [ppm] 1 3.06 0.54 

* detection limit reported, probably TOC was lower 

 

The demonstration was successful in the way that the water from the torture experiment could be purified 
to meet the OPGI purity limits. Except for the chlorine concentration this was also the case for the 
qualification experiment. There are indications that this elevated chlorine level was caused by chlorine 
contamination of the used collection vessel. Based on these demonstration experiments it has been 
calculated that the secondary waste generation can be limited to 2.6 kg per 1000 L of treated water. 
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3.5 Fusion safety issues 
 
3.5.1 Occupational Radiation Exposure ORE evaluation with 3D modelisation 

3.5.1.1 Assessment of previous ORE evaluation by comparison with 3D exposure analysis (SCK•CEN 4.2.1) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  TW6-TSS-SEA-2.1-D2  

Principal Investigator: Fernand Vermeersch (fvermeer@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff: Robby Nijs, François Migeot  

 

OBJECTIVES 

A 3D exposure analysis is performed for the ORE results that were assessed earlier. A comparison and 
analysis is made of the main differences between the earlier results and the ones obtained using 3D 
simulation. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The VISIPLAN 3D ALARA planning tool allows to assess the total dose received by workers during the 
necessary hands-on operations to prepare the equatorial port plug number 1 removal. The 
radioprotection study proves the feasability and the added-value of using a 3D dose prediction tool for the 
ITER fusion reactor. 

Although a longer time is required to perform the radioprotection study, great advantages can be found in 
using 3D dose prediction softwares like the VISIPLAN 3D ALARA planning tool. 
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Figure 33 Left: Dose rate at worker position for a shielded nose section of the RNC. Right: Dose rate at worker 
position with the nose section of the RNC removed. 

 

A 3D-model allows to analyse design problems and gives important information for workers in order to 
prepare their work. It is also possible to adjust many variables and to evaluate the impact of possible 
design changes, or even to suggest changes in design. Shielding can be introduced in the 3D-model, 
impact of their composition or their thickness can be estimated to define the best shielding solution. 
Impact of the sources strength, of their locations can be also considered and evaluated. Procedures 
defining the workers operations, their trajectories and the total time needed for those operations can also 
be confirmed, simplified, or corrected with information made availiable by these tools. 

It has been possible to represent the working area located behind the ITER equatorial port plug number 1 
in a 3D-model, to identify and to define sources based on the ITER guidelines on dose rates 12 days after 
shutdown, and to implement in the 3D model workers trajectories based on general procedures. 

The total dose was assessed at about 8.9 mSv which is 20 % lower than the results of a former study 
performed by ENEA based on a conservative approach using fixed dose rates per zone, without taking 
into account source to worker distance, and the use of specific shielding during operations. 

The VISIPLAN 3D ALARA planning tool allows to take those parameters into account and this study 
shows that, if a specific area is set up in the port interspace to perform some work in a very low dose rate 
field, the total dose for hands-on operation can be reduced to about 7.8 mSv giving an extra 15% dose 
reduction with regard to the previous ENEA estimation. 

This study also defines a maximal activity for the RNC detectors (i.e. 1.00E+08 Bq in 58Co) allowing 
human intervention with respect to the ITER dose rate guideline. Higher activities would surely require 
remote handling tools to remove the detectors from the RNC. Lower activities would not be problematic 
with regard to the external dose uptakes. 

To perform a better estimation of the total dose received by workers during the hands-on operations 
preparing the port plug number 1 removal, a number of recommendations can be pointed out. 

 The level of detail of the 3D-model of the equatorial port should be increased. 

 Improving the level of detail, especially for the components located in the port interspace 
where more than 80 % of the total dose is received is recommended. 

 A dedicated MCNP and FISPACT study to determine a more accurate source term in the different 
systems and components should be performed.  

 The source term can be used as input data for the 3D dose prediction program and 
therefore further improve the dose assessment.  

 The accuracy of the dose assessments depend on the accuracy of the source term 
derived by the activation and evolution codes. 

 The working procedures should be updated to enhance realism.  

 Workers could analyse the 3D models to obtain more information on the working area 
and of the possible problems they will meet. They could also perform dry-runs on full-
scale model to analyse difficult situations and to develop adapted solutions and tools. 

Finally, a ―zoning approach‖ used in the ENEA study can be considered sufficient to get conservative 
doses estimates if it is proven that the ITER guidelines are respected. In order to assess more precisely 
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the doses received by workers during the hands-on operations dedicated ALARA studies performed with 
a 3D dose prediction program are recommended as they allow to take into account source to worker 
distance and the use of shielding.  
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3.6 Operation of essential technological facilities according to the needs of the 
 programme 
 
3.6.1 Scientific Exploitation of a plasmatron in the EFDA frame for first wall analysis (retention, 

diffusion of hydrogen, etc). Operation of the facility 

3.6.1.1  Completion of installation and commissioning of the plasmatron VISION I (SCK•CEN 4.9) 

 

EFDA Task nr: JW8-NFT-BELG-27 (JW8-FT-3.42) 

Project leader: I. Uytdenhouwen (iuytdenh@sckcen.be) 

Principal Investigator: J. Schuurmans (jschuurm@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff: K. Dylst, H. Van Eyck, M. Eyckmans, H. d'Heer (Master student), B. 
Lambrechts (Bachelor student) 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The plasmatron facility was originally designed for the study of retention and recycling properties of first 
wall materials exposed to a deuterium/tritium plasma. After the closure and decommissioning of ETHEL, 
the plasmatron became available and was transferred from EC-JRC Ispra, to SCK•CEN Mol in 2007.  
Since January 2008, the plasmatron VISIONI is under extensive refurbishment and will be able to 
address some of the key issues in plasma wall interaction in the near future. In its final configuration, the 
plasmatron will be a versatile instrument for the study of T-retention, dust formation, erosion, 
redeposition, cleaning, etc. and post-mortem analysis of plasma facing materials and components - 
including Be and neutron irradiated specimens.  
In a first phase of the refurbishment, the basic functionality of the plasmatron was restored. After 
documenting the facility (as-received), dismantling, component inspection, cleaning, reassembly on a new 
frame and the construction of a new control cabinet with basic control, visualisation and data logging 
capability, first plasma (Argon) was established in January 2009. For the analysis of the plasma 
composition and ion energy, an EQP1000 plasma monitor was attached to the plasma chamber and 
taken into service in August 2009. 
In continuation of the refurbishment, upgrade and characterization of the plasmatron, the exposure of 
tungsten specimens to a deuterium plasma and subsequent retention measurement; the validation of a 
planar probe as additional plasma diagnostic; and the move of the plasmatron facility to the tritium 
laboratory were scheduled for the periode 2009-2010. Prior to the use of deuterium in the plasmatron, 
approval had to be attained from our safety department. 
As this paper only covers the installation and commissioning of the plasmatron VISIONI, only the 
activities related to the deuterium licensing, industrial safety and the move of the facility to the tritium 
laboratory are addressed. The results of the scientific program are reported in task WP10-PWI-05-01-02, 
the tritium safety and licensing in task WP10-PWI-06-01. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS 

Deuterium licensing 

The explosive nature of hydrogen isotopes makes it obligatory to perform a risk assessment and 
implement safety features and procedures to avoid explosive conditions during normal and abnormal 
operation. In general, the measures taken for explosion prevention and protection should be appropriate 
to the nature of the operation being undertaken, in order of priority and in accordance with the following 
basic principles: 

1. the prevention of the formation of explosive atmospheres, 
2. the avoidance of ignition sources where an explosive atmosphere could exist, or 
3. if ignition sources cannot be eliminated, the employment of measures to mitigate the effects of an 

ignition. 
Two distinct situations need to be evaluated: the conditions inside and outside of the vacuum system. The 
first line of defence in preventing an explosion exterior to the plasmatron are mainly based on the first two 
principles: 

1. ensure a high degree of leak tightness of all connections and pipes, 
2. adequate ventilation of the laboratory with ceiling extraction, 
3. keep the overpressure in the supply lines as low as possible, 
4. minimize the amount of inflammable gas in the laboratory, 
5. avoid ignition due to electrostatic discharge by effective earthing, 
6. setting up of safety procedures and work instruction, 
7. training of the staff. 

 

 

Figure 34: Safe operation area for an explosion pressure of 1.5 bara 

 
Numerous international guidelines and standards on risk assessment, prevention and protection against 
the explosion of inflammable gas mixtures near atmospheric and elevated pressure are available. In 
contrast, literature and standards on explosion safety in (ultra-high) vacuum systems is very limited or 
non-existing. In order to assess the explosion risk inside the plasmatron, an expression for the explosion 
pressure as function of the initial pressure and the H2, O2 and N2 mix ratio was formulated. Our model 
showed that if the operating pressure is kept low enough, an explosion will not lead to component 
damage or rupture of the vacuum system. Fig. 34 shows the safe-operation-area for an explosion 
pressure of 1.5 bara as function of the hydrogen concentration. From this picture it is concluded that a 
maximum operational pressure of 100 mbara guarantees a safe operation of the plasmatron even under 
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worst case scenarios. These findings are confirmed by experimental data obtained by Trevor Jones in 
vacuum furnaces 

3
. 

In addition, the requirement that the vacuum system is pumped down to ultra-high vacuum conditions 
prior to each experiment intrinsically guarantees a very high leak tightness and hence minimum air 
ingress.   
 
Industrial safety 

In general, an installation is presumed to be safe when it is safe for man and machine under normal as 
well as abnormal operating conditions. To achieve this, potentially dangerous situations must be avoided 
and sufficient protective measures must be taken in case of abnormal or accidental conditions. 
In a first step, a "what-if" analysis was performed. Critical failure modes (loss of electricity, cooling and 
pressurized air, impact of component failure, fire, …) were identified and appropriate actions and 
procedures were formulated. In a second step, the visualisation, control and data acquisition of the 
plasmatron was implemented in EurothermSuite (SCADA). Special attention was paid to safety and 
protection strategies. The general overview of the plasmatron and the detailed view of the plasma 
chamber are shown in Fig. 35. 
Also as part of the industrial safety, the electric circuit diagrams of the control cabinet and plasmatron 
were drawn in EPLAN as part of a bachelor thesis. 
 

    

Figure 35: Plasmatron SCADA – overview (left) and plasma chamber (right) 

 
Based on the preliminary safety report and the on-going activities and actions in the frame work of 
explosion and industrial safety, a temporary license for the use of deuterium in the plasmatron was issued 
by our safety department. 

 

Move of the plasmatron to the tritium lab 

After completion of the scientific program, the plasmatron was prepared for the move to the refurbished 
tritium lab. All cables were properly labelled before the control cabinet was disconnected from the 
plasmatron and brought over to the new lab. For the vacuum system, all moving component and electric 
cables had to be secured prior to transportation. A picture of the plasmatron waiting to be moved is 
shown in Fig. 36 (left). 
At its new location, all systems were restored. Involving the conversion of the control cabinet to a different 
power grid (400V instead of 230V); reconnecting the plasmatron to the control cabinet; pipes for the 
distribution of pressurized air and process gasses (Ar, He); installation of a chiller (water cooling). 
At present day, the plasmatron is fully operational and awaits approval of our safety department to run 
experiments with deuterium in the new lab. 
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Figure 36: Plasmatron: waiting to be moved (left) and reinstalled in the tritium lab (right) 
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3.6.1.2 Target design for the Plasmatron VISION I for the study of tungsten specimens under He/D plasma 
exposure (SCK•CEN 4.9.1) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-PWI-05-01-02 

Principal Investigator: I. Uytdenhouwen (iuytdenh@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  Y. Zayachuk (PhD student), G. Bousselin (Master thesis student), J. 
Schuurmans, H. van Eyck, K. Dylst 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The design of a special target enabling the use of Langmuir probes and disc probes in the plasmatron 
VISION I can be found back in the annual report 2009 (WP09-PWI-05-03, JW8-NFT-BELG-27 (JW8-FT-
3.42), WP09-PWI-09-04).  

First of all the electrostatic probe as a diagnostic system should be tested inside the plasmatron VISION I. 
With the help of the newly designed planar probe, the available exposure conditions and operational 
regimes in the plasmatron were determined.  

Preliminary studies on tungsten-tantalum samples was performed to assess the feasibility of the 
plasmatron VISION I for the study of hydrogen isotopes retention. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Commissioning of electrostatic probe diagnostics system 

The Plasmatron VISIONI is currently equipped with two diagnostic systems, namely a quadrupole mass-
spectrometer coupled with an energy analyzer (referred to as ―plasma monitor‖) and an electrostatic 
probe. The investigated specimen itself is used as the electrostatic planar probe (Fig. 37). The specimen 
is electrically insulated from the holder and connected to a power supply. It can be independently biased 
with collected current being measured, and thus volt-ampere characteristics can be established. 

 

    

Fig. 37 Left: general view of a probe/specimen. Right: typical IV-curve, recorded by probe 

 

Tests were performed in pure He, mixed He-D and pure D plasmas. It was found that recorded IV-curves 
have characteristic shape, predicted by the theory of electrostatic probes. In particular, regions of ion and 
electron saturation, as well as exponential growth were observed (Fig. 1). Parameters of exposure such 
as ion flux, fluence and energy are directly measured out of the IV-curve. As well as plasma parameters 
(electron temperature and density) in the direct vicinity to the specimen could be determined. 

 

Determination exposure conditions and operational regimes plasmatron VISION I 

Ion flux is derived out of the current collected by the probe. Since in exposure experiments probe is 
biased strongly negatively with respect to plasma potential, probe is in ion saturation region, so that entire 
collected current is actually ion current. In that case, flux is calculated out of equation 1: 

mailto:iuytdenh@sckcen.be
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Ae

I
NF    (1) 

with e being elementary charge, I – current, collected by specimen, A – plasma-facing area of a specimen 
(1 cm

2
) and N representing molecular state of incident ions. At plasma pressures of 3 -5 µbar, practically 

all of the D is in molecular state of D3
+
, so that N is 3. Ion fluence is simply ion flux integrated over time of 

exposure. 

Energy of incident ions is calculated under the assumption that ions gain their energy when accelerated in 
the sheath, surrounding the probe, by potential difference between plasma potential and probe bias. 
Plasma potential is determined out of IV-curve (it corresponds to the "knee", connecting regions of 
exponential growth and of electron saturation). Numerical value is given by equation 2: 

)( probeplasmaion VV
N

e
E   (2) 

Heating of the specimen during exposure is provided by ion influx, achieving temperatures up to ~250°C. 
To achieve higher temperatures, polarity of the specimen's bias can be swept to positive for short times, 
attracting electron current and providing additional heating, in which case it possible to reach ~350°C. 

Results of measurements in deuterium plasma show that the plasmatron VISIONI is able to simulate 
parameters of plasma-wall interaction expected at the first wall of ITER, and are summarized in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Comparison of achieved exposure parameters of VISIONI and expected for ITER first wall 

 VISIONI ITER first wall 

Ion energy [eV] >60 100 – 500 

Ion flux density [m
-2

s
-1

] 10
20

 – 10
21

 10
20

 – 10
21

 

Surface temperature [°C] >350 400 

Tritium + (future) + 

Neutron activation + (future) + 

 

 

Deuterium retention studies in W-Ta alloys 

First trial exposures were performed with W-Ta alloys. Two grades were available – with 1% Ta and 5% 
Ta. Four samples were exposed to pure D plasma with ion energies in the range of 43 – 62 eV, ion flux 
1.6*10

21
 – 3.3*10

21
 m

-2
s

-1
, up to fluences of 3.3*10

24
 – 3.6*10

25
 m

-2
. Thermal desorption spectroscopy 

studies were performed at TDS facility in MEPhI, Moscow, Russia. Spectrum of sample 1 was corrupted 
due to failure of TDS equipment, so that this sample provided only value of total retention; three full 
spectra were recorded (Fig. 38).  

 

Figure 38: Experimental thermo desorption spectra 
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To explain the fact that total retention (which is in fact area under the release spectrum) for sample 4 is 
three times smaller than for sample 3, even though there were exposed to almost identical fluences, the 
evidence of release of D even at room temperature was suggested. 

To reveal the nature of trapping sites in W-Ta alloy, the following hypothesis was proposed. The change 
of shape of the single peak, when changing from W-1%Ta to W-5%Ta, suggests that it in fact this peak 
consists out of several narrower peaks. Change of their relative intensities leads to deformation of the 
resulting sum. In an attempt to separate those peaks, Gaussian fitting was performed. An additional 
assumption was that energies of trapping sites are approximately the same for two alloys with different Ta 
content, only their relative concentrations and/or occupancies differ, so that positions of peaks should be 
the same or at least similar for both fits with differing heights and widths. The peaks could be retrieved by 
fitting with three Gaussians, suggesting the presence of three kinds of trapping sites in the W-Ta alloys.  

Prominent feature, suggesting that fits are physically justified, is that ratio of areas under the third peak 
(the one, corresponding to highest temperature), i.e. ratio of amounts of deuterium retained in 
corresponding kind of traps is 4.9, while corresponding ratio of Ta contents is 5% to 1%. Therefore, this 
high-temperature peak (~722.5°C) is very likely attributed to the release of deuterium, retained on 
dissolved Ta. 

It can be concluded that the plasmatron VISIONI proved to be a powerful tool of studies of plasma-driven 
retention in metals. The special configuration of the plasma generation in VISION I is very compact but 
the comparison of the results obtained with literature proved to give reliable measurements (Fig.39). 
Continuation of studies of W-Ta alloys, as well as pure tungsten, is planned. In addition, design of new 
target holder is in progress. New design will allow the exposure of specimens of brittle tungsten (i.e., pure 
tungsten). 

 

Figure 39: Comparison of retention values with published data (O. Ogorodnikova, Journal of 
Nuclear Materials 390-391 (2009) 651-654). Red crosses represent results of measurements 
performed in the plasmatron VISION I 

 

PARTNERS 

 University of Ghent, UGent, Belgium 

 National Research Nuclear University ―MEPhI‖, Moscow, Russia 

 TEC, Trilateral Euroregio Cluster (FZJ, FOM, Belgian Association) 
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4 Training and Career development 
 
4.1 Collective training of young engineers and scientists 
 
4.1.1 Training on fiber optic sensors for the ITER environment (SCK•CEN 5.1) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  GOT-RAOC-ITER 

Principal Investigator: B. Brichard, A. Gousarov 

Scientific Staff:  M. Schyns, M. Aertssens 

 
OBJECTIVES 

 

In the frame of a structured training programme (the EFDA Goal Oriented Training programme, or GOT), 
it is intended to train one young engineer or scientist during 3 years in the field of ITER-compatible optical 
components and radiation testing. This programme will take place within a large collaborative research to 
provide the technical know-how and the skills necessary for the selection of optical components. The 
trainee will be actively involved in on-going scientific and engineering tasks related to the development of 
a fiber optics current sensor (FOCS) with possibility of distributed field sensing. This programme will be 
carried out in partnership with the CEA Cadarche and FZJ Jülich.  
 
 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

 
The findings of our adequate trainee candidate took a very long time (several years).  Two unfortunate 
trials failed just at the signature of the training contract with the candidates (who both found other 
opportunities). 
Finally, a good and adequate candidate was found this year, and allowed to set up a collaboration with 
the photonics department of the University of Mons (UMons) through a PhD training.  The training is 
scheduled to start in October – November 2010. 
The complete work programme (established originally in 2007-2008) was reviewed with the two external 
partner associations (CEA and FZJ) and with UMons.  This lead to a revised programme, called "Magnor" 
(for Magneto-Optical Sensors for Radiation environment) which is currently under discussion with EFDA.  
The official kick-off meeting of the task should take place in November 2010. 
 
 

PARTNERS 

 CEA (IFRM – Cadarache) 

 FZJ (IEF4 – Jülich) 

 UMons (Dept. of photonics, Prof. Wuilpaert) 
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5 Other activities in magnetic confinement fusion 

 

5.1 Socio-Economic research 

 

5.1.1 Studies on public perception of fusion energy: Focus group evaluation, media analysis 

 
5.1.1.1 Integrated sustainability assessment (ISA) (SCK•CEN 6.4.1) 

 

EFDA Task nr: WP08-SER-INTF/Activity 3 (2008 – 2010) 

Principal Investigator:  Gaston Meskens (gaston.meskens@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  Gaston Meskens, Jantine Schröder 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Integrated sustainability assessment (ISA) is generally considered to be the 'state-of-the-art' for providing 
a holistic view on complex technological systems. The purpose of this research project was to analyse the 
applicability of ISA to the assessment of a long-term hypothetical option such as fusion.  Existing ISA 
proposals were scanned for the following criteria: how they deal with uncertainties, which types of 
knowledge are included, which assessment methodologies are adapted, and how they deal with possibly 
conflicting value-based insights. From this investigation, recommendations for designing an ISA 
framework adapted to the needs of the fusion community were formulated. 

 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The report was finalized in May 2010 

 

 

REPORTS 

Integrated Sustainability Assessment, Jantine Schröder, Gaston Meskens, Restricted contract report 
sck•cen-r-5074 for WP08-SER-INTF/Activity 3, May, 2010 
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5.1.1.2 Scoping study of ISAF (SCK•CEN 6.4.1) 

 

EFDA Task nr:  WP10-SER-ACIF-2 (2010) 

Principal Investigator:  Gaston Meskens (gaston.meskens@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  Gaston Meskens, Jantine Schröder 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The overall aim of the study is to perform a policy-supportive Integrated Sustainability Assessment study 
(or 'exercise') in the interest of energy governance on the European level, with an additional focus on the 
implications of the introduction of the fusion energy option in the long term. Taking into account the 
methodological description below, the study intends to provide the basis for an ISA procedure embedded 
in a multi-level governance structure, that could inspire future European and national energy governance 
policies in the frame of sustainable development. 

More specific, the ISA exercise aims to investigate, at European level, decision support methodologies, 
procedures, structures and tools for a 'sustainable energy policy' with a specific focus on stakeholder 
involvement (taking into account that a stakeholder is not understood here as a 'lay person' but rather as 
a member of civil society with a specific expertise, related either to energy technology or to cross-cutting 
policy issues).  

The study will discuss and make accessible the feasibility of important aspects of sustainability 
assessment (SA) in the context of energy policy (with implications of the inclusion of fusion), in order to 
identify consensus and dissent in the possible SA design among different stakeholder groups. Specific 
focus will go to epistemological and heuristic aspects, and the socio-political and normative background 
of the debate on energy issues and choices, including sustainable energy, is explicitly acknowledged. 

ISAF draws upon previous works conducted within SERF by the Belgian Association, which will lead the 
ISAF activity, following the 3-year project design submitted by the SCK-CEN in answer to the SERF Call. 
Within the 2010 WP the ISAF will be implemented through tree tasks, coordinated by the SCK-CEN.  

The first one, carried out by SCK-CEN is a scoping study entailing: terms of reference for the ISAF at the 
European level and  the ISAF methodology; the analysis of existing sustainability and good governance 
indicators and of their applicability to fusion as an energy option; planning and conducting a pilot 
workshop involving selected stakeholders . 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Organization of a reflection group (serving as the project's 'pilot workshop') on Monday 22 November 
2010 in Brussels.  

 

REPORTS 

Report is foreseen for early 2011 
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6 Technology Programme 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
Some tasks from the former EFDA "Technology Programme" are not yet completed.  Most of them fit in 
the new Work Programme and are thus reported in the adequate section of the report.  Some do not and 
represent remainings of tasks started in 2006-2007.  These concern mostly the Radiation Tolerance of 
components for the Remote handling (task "RADTOL") which are followed,  on the technical point-of-
view, by F4E.  These tasks were completed in 2010 and are reported hereafter. 
 
 

6.2  Qualification of selected electrical CMM components for use in ITER 
radiation conditions (SCK•CEN WP10) 

 
 

EFDA Task nr:  TW6-TVR-RADTOL2-D4e-7e  

Principal Investigator: Marco Van Uffelen (mvuffele@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff:  Wim De l'arbre, Constant Van Ierschot, Frans Vos, Johny Mols, Jean 
Pouders; Kristof Vermeiren 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The remotely operated maintenance of the divertor elements in ITER will rely on dedicated equipment, 
which will need to withstand postulated dose levels of several MGy. As part of the European procurement 
process, its reliable operation under such severe conditions therefore needs to be verified.  This EFDA 
task therefore aims the assesment of the radiation hardness of a commercial of-the-shelve DC 
servomotor. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Two DC brushed motors are foreseen to operate in parallel mechanically for the radial drive system, 
though wired completely independently. Each will be equipped with a DC holding brake and a tacho 
generator. The pre-selected type is the Motor Power Company ESA 9S0-2, based on earlier experience 
with brushed motors in JET. The motor presents a continuous stall torque of 6 Nm and a rated speed of 
2000 rpm. 

A test rig was built, which allows us to monitor the main characteristics, such as the coil and insulation 
resistance, the current-speed curves, …, as depicted in Figure 40(a). Prior to irradiation, the thermal 
dependence of the motor characteristics was first established, between 30 °C and 60 °C, in order to 
distinguish thermal from radiation effects, and for comparison with the manufacturer data. 

Given the dimensions of the motor and its position against the 
60

Co sources, the exposure dose rate 
varied between 6 kGy/h and 12 kGy/h, resulting in a cumulated dose of more than 5 MGy after 33 days. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 40: (a) Set-up used to monitor the main DC-servomotor parameters (type MPC ESA9S27) 
in-situ, during a gamma irradiation up to 5 MGy, (b) the motor mounted on the irradiation rig. 

 

The motor remained functional after this high total dose, as can be observed in Figure 40 a), which 
presents the clock-wise spinning down of the motor as the brake is activated. These measurements 
reveal an increased friction, which is tentatively attributed to some radiation induced degradation of the 
bearings. However, the isolation materials of all cables used within the motor also became too brittle and 
broke of during manipulation, which prevented us to proceed with post-irradiation measurements once the 
motor was removed after irradiation. A more in-depth analysis by the manufacturer after irradiation still 
allowed them to measure the no-load speed characteristic of the motor, as shown in Figure 41(b). One 
can observe here a radiation-induced demagnetization of about 10 %. Moreover, a visual inspection of 
the brushes also revealed some minor degradation. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 41: Gamma radiation assessment of a DC servomotor : (a) Clock-wise spin down 
measurements acquired in-situ during irradiation, and (b) no-load curves, obtained by the 
manufacturer before and after 5 MGy. 

 

Provided the motor is mounted with radiation tolerant organic isolation materials, particularly for the 
connecting cables, it should be able to withstand these postulated MGy dose levels incurred during its 
total installed lifetime, whereas only some minor degradation is expected. It should be noted however that 
these tests do not present worst-case conditions, since the motor was not loaded during irradiation, which 
could cause dynamic torsions of the motor and hence accelerate the embrittlement of the insulation 
materials. 

 

PARTNERS 

 Motor Power Company S.r.l., Castelnove Sotto (RE), Italy 
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REPORTS 

(1) M. Van Uffelen, "Project Management Plan : Radiation assessment of a selection of RH 
components", TW6-TVR-RADTOL2 (Deliverable 4), SCK·CEN Report R-4530, February 2007. 

(2) M. Van Uffelen, "Qualification of selected electrical CMM components for use in ITER radiation 
conditions", TW6-TVR-RADTOL2-Deliverables 4-7e, SCK·CEN Report R-4817, December 2009. 

 
 
 
6.3  Remote Handling (SCK•CEN WP10) 
 

EFDA Task nrs:  TW6-TVR-RADTOL2-D4h-7h, Qualification of selected hydraulic CMM 
components for use in ITER radiation conditions 

Field:  Vessel/In-Vessel (TV)  

Principal Investigator: Marco Van Uffelen (mvuffele@sckcen.be) 

Scientific Staff: Wim De l'arbre, Frank Mertens, Constant Van Ierschot, Frans Vos, Johny 
Mols, Jean Pouders; Kristof Vermeiren 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The remotely operated maintenance of the divertor elements in ITER will rely on dedicated equipment, 
which will need to withstand postulated dose levels of several MGy. As part of the European procurement 
process, its reliable operation under such severe conditions therefore needs to be verified. This EFDA 
task therefore aims at the radiation assessment of 3 hydraulic components (Deliverables 4-7). 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Design and construction of a test rig for the radiation assessment of 3 hydraulic components 

During the final design of the divertor test platform 2 (DTP-2 facility), the following 3 components, which 
are core elements of the hydraulic driven actuators, were selected and therefore need to be assessed 
under radiation for their qualification: 

 pressure gauge:  Omega (type PX906-5KGV) 

 solenoid valve:  Circle Seal (type SV461X32P6P33D) 

 3/2 servovalve:   Moog (type 30-417) 

All components were chosen so as they can operate with water, and any embarked electronics are 
avoided, since they do not withstand MGy dose levels.  

A new test rig for both in-situ and off-line measurements at an operating pressure of 200 bars has been 
re-designed for the 3 hydraulic components. This revised closed-loop design enables an automated and 
periodic testing. However, a last minute failure in the set-up (flow rate meter) forced us to perform only 
off-line manual measurements before and after irradiation. For the solenoid valve, our measurements 
focussed on the coil resistance and insulation, both the internal and external leakages, and its flow 
parameters. Regarding the servovalve, apart from the coil resistance and insulation as well as the internal 
and external leakages, we measured the main transfert characteristic, i.e. pressure gain and flow versus 
the input signal, hysteresis, and null shift. In order to distinguish the thermal from the radiation effects, 
these properties were also monitored in a climate chamber during a temperature test before and after 
irradiation, between 20 °C and 60 °C. 

A first irradiation step was performed up to an average of 0,84 MGy, achieved in one day. Since the 
components were exposed to a dose rate between 30 and 40 kGy/h, the internal temperature raised 
above 50 °C. The test rig therefore needed to cool down during 10 minutes before the components could 
be removed by hand. After removal, we observed for the pressure sensor an embrittlement of the cable 
insulation, which caused short-circuits during the handling and hence prevented post-irradiation 
measurements. Both the solenoid and the servo-valve remained functional, although the solenoid valve at 
first required a few repeated on-off actuations before it operated again as before irradiation. 

The components were submitted to a second irradiation up to 5 MGy, at a reduced dose rate between 6 
and 20 kGy/h, in order to limit the gamma heating. As illustrated in the figure hereunder, both the solenoid 
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and servo-valve present important external leakages (see figure 42), which inhibited any further testing at 
200 bars. The electrical measurements of the windings also revealed a fatal degradation of the wire 
insulations. However, these observations neither exclude an influence of the gamma heating during the 
first irradiation, nor can they indicate at which cumulated dose the components failed above 1 MGy. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 42 : Illustrations of external leakages observed for (a) the servo valve and (b) the solenoid valve after a 
cumulated dose well above 5 MGy. 

 

This first gamma radiation assessment with hydraulic components up to 5 MGy highlights the importance 
of using robust cables isolation and hydraulic seal materials, and to perform in-situ measurements, in 
order to test them under operational condition while being irradiated and to obtain a better insight about 
the tolerated dose level. 

 

 

REPORTS 

(1) M. Van Uffelen, "Project Management Plan : Radiation assessment of a selection of RH 
components", TW6-TVR-RADTOL2 (Deliverable 4), SCK·CEN Report R-4530, February 2007. 

(2) M. Van Uffelen, "TW6-TVR-RADTOL2 task : test plan for hydraulic components (version 3)", 

internal report SCK·CEN, ref. ARI/mvu/504/08-01, August 2008. 
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7 Fusion Developments outside the Contract of Association 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
Since 2008, some activities of fusion development are carried out outside the Contract of Association 
Euratom-Belgian State.  They concern mostly: 
 

 The participation of Belgium in the "Broader Approach" agreement of fusion; 
 

 The specific support of the Belgian Government for the development of prototypes for ITER; 
 

 The participation to dissemination of knowledge through ITER Belgium; 
 

 The participation or preparation to participation to Grant and Procurements from F4E. 
 

These activities will be summarized here, as most of them are submitted to a specific progress reporting 
process. 
 
 

7.2 The participation of Belgium to the Broader Approach agreement 
 
 
7.2.1 Introduction to the BA 
 
The Belgian Government decided in 2007 to participate to the Broader Approach, and officially declared 
his participation in June 2009. 
 
The Belgian contribution to the Broader Approach is divided into the different project of the programme 
itself. Belgium is participating in the three main projects of the Broader 
Approach, as follows: 
 

 IFMIF/EVEDA: Belgium is contributing to the Test Facility, to the Accelerator Facility and to the 
Target Facility: 
 

 Test facility: irradiation in fission reactor (of the High Flux Test Module); 
conceptual design of the Low Flux Test Module; design of the Start up Module, 
participation in the development of micro fission chambers. 
 

 Accelerator facility: procurement of the Radio Frequency final power 
amplifiers for the accelerator of the EVEDA facility (to be located in Rokkasho, Japan). 

 
 Target facility: participation to the assessment of the liquid Lithium flow 

modelling, and potential evaluation of the MHD effects on the free surface 
flow. 

 

 JT‐60 SA: Belgium is contributing to the cold test of the Toroidal Field coils, by 
supplying the cryostat and attached accessories for carrying out these tests. 

 

 IFERC/DEMO: Belgium will contribute to the DEMO R&D and to the DEMO design projects. 
 
The SCK•CEN has been selected by the Belgian Stae as the "Desssignated Institution" in charge of the 
technical coordination and management of all the activities representing the Belgian contribution to the 
Broader Approach. 
 
 
7.2.2 IFMIF/EVEDA project 
 
In 2010, the SCK•CEN signed one important contract with IBA 5Ion Beam Application SA) for the delivery 
of 19 RF-power amplifiers for the prototype accelerator of IFMIF/EVEDA, and for the technical assistance 
to the European partners in the design and assembly of the whole RF power chain. 
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The SCK•CEN itself has also progressed in his own participation to the design and validation of the Test 
Facility Components.  The complete design of the irradiation rig for the HFTM (H and V)

4
 has been 

finalized and the first authorization for construction and assembly has been received.  The fabrication of 
parts of the rig started and the irradiation start is now foreseen for the first half of 2011. 
 
The design of the LFTM

5
 and STUPM

6
 are also progressing and some of the neutronics calculation have 

already given some indications on the way to proceed. 
 
Finally the modeling participation of the University of Brussels (ULB) has been precisely defined  and the 
ULB has already hired a post-doc for the modeling of the free surface flow of the Lithium liquid target of 
IFMIF.  The modeling will allow to better define the geometry of the back plate and of the nozzle, and to 
calculate the effects of transients and of back-plate pre-heating on the flow stability. 
 
 
7.2.3 JT-60 SA project 
 
The JT-60 SA project involves mostly the upgrading of the JT-60 Japanese tokamak to a superconductive 
tokamak for studying long pulses, etc.  Europe is in charge of delivering the superconducting toroïdal field 
coils, including the cold testing of them in Europe before shipment.  Belgium agreed to deliver the cryostat 
and auxiliaries for the cold tests of these coils. 
The SCK•CEN has signed an important contract  for the cryostat and auxiliaries supply with the ALM-SA 
company in May.  The complete design of the cryostat and vacuum pumping station is now available and 
a Critical Design Review (CDR) meeting took place with the partners involved in the cold  test (mostly 
CEA) in October. 
 
 
7.2.4  IFERC/DEMO 
 
The SCK•CEN will supply some studies on the use of small samples (from IFMIF) for qualifying material 
to be used in DEMO.  In view of this study, some specific samples (for fracture toughness and tensile 
tests) of Eurofer metal will be irradiated in the BR2 reactor.  The test matrix was prepared and the sample 
material is now gathered to prepare the irradiation. 
 
 
 

7.3  Development of a Fiber Optics Current Sensor (under specific support of 
the Belgian Government) 

 
The Fiber Optics Current Sensor (FOCS) is a magnetic diagnostics based on a non-inductive, fully 
optical, sensing process, based on the light polarization change under strong magnetic fields.  The 
principle of the sensor is already applied by industry to measure, without contact, high current flows.  The 
system has been adapted for application to tokamaks and was successfully applied on Tore Supra at 
CEA Cadarache last year.  Further developments have been carried out to better understand the 
measurement and eventually to extend the method to a distributed sensing of magnetic field.  Moreover 
the effects of temperature and vibrations have also to be investigated more in depth to give a better 
signal/noise ratio to the sensor.  The sensor presents intrinsically a very interesting property of measuring 
directly the current (long pulses) without electronics in the radiation field and without needing any 
integration of the measured property. 
The development of the sensor will be continued in parallel with the GOT-RAOC programme presented in 
chapter 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
4
 HFTM = High Flux Test Module (Horizontal or Vertical design) 

5
 LFTM = Low Flux Test Module 

6
 STUPM = Start Up Module 
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7.4  Dissemination of knowledge and information through ITER Belgium 
 
SCK•CEN is member of the fouding and steering committee of the ITER Belgium platform, set up by the 
Belgian Government to enhance the industry participation in ITER and fusion, and to disseminate the 
information on fusion development mostly held within the Association.  In 2010, this platform organized an 
academic session on the occasion of the Belgian Presidency of European Union, and in November 
hosted the EFDA "fusion expo" in Brussels for 3 weeks. 
 
 
 

7.5  Grants preparation for F4E 
 
Several grants are foreseen for which SCK•CEN intends to participate.  These concern the diagnostics 
and their resistance to radiations and the evaluation of Eurofer RAFM steel in a neutronic environment. 
A first call for grant for magnetic diagnostics was launched in 2009 and SCK•CEN participated in a 
consortium for answering the call.  But finally this did not result in a real Grant allocation and some of the 
foreseen activities are still on hold. 
For what concerns the materials R&D, although several Grants are foreseen to be launched about the 
topics of radiation resistance of the Eurofer for the TBM, nothing was launched yet his year.  One call is 
expected to be launched early next year. 
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4.2.3 3.2.3 
 

 WP10-MAT-REMEV-06-01 40 

4.6.1 3.4.1.1 
 
3.4.1.2 

 JW8-BELG-26  (JW8-FT-2.30) 
 

 JW9-NFT-BELG-29 (JW-FT-2.33) 
 

43 
 
45 

4.7.1 3.5.1.1  TW6-TSS-SEA-2.1-D2 
 

47 

4.9.1 3.6.1.1 
 
3.6.1.2 

 JW8-NFT-BELG-27 (JW8-FT-3.42) 
 

 WP10-PWI-05-01-02 
 

49 
 
53 

5.1. 4.1.1  GOT-RAOC-ITER 
 

56 

6.4.1 5.1.1.1 
 
5.1.1.2 
 

 WP08-09-SER-INF 
 

 WP10-SER-ACIF 

57 
 
58 

WP10 6.2 
 
6.3 

 TW6-TVR-RADTOL2-D4e-7e 
 

 TW6-TVR-RADTOL2-D4h-7h 

59 
 
61 

 




